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Introduction

Breathing apparatus (BA) enables firefighters to breathe safely in otherwise irrespirable
atmospheres. Using BA is one of the control measures likely to be employed as part of the overall
incident plan for any incident involving fire and hazardous materials.
This document is designed to complement and support National Operational Guidance and defines
how breathing apparatus procedures should be used at operational incidents. BA command and
control procedures provide a clear framework for operational activities to function effectively,
structured around the incident command system. The procedures will allow efficient, effective and
safe working practices to be adopted and can be adapted to all sizes and types of incident that
require the use of BA.
Operational guidance review protocols
The commissioning and review of this foundation document, including decisions on revision and
amendment, are the responsibility of the National Operational Guidance Programme and its
governance structure.
Scope
This foundation document describes in detail the principles underpinning the planning, use and
command and control of BA. It also describes the responsibilities of relevant personnel when BA is
implemented as a control measure.
The tactical guidance in this document will assist fire and rescue services with:
Developing safe systems of work
Managing BA operations
Defining specific roles and responsibilities in relation to BA
Intraoperability at large or cross-border incidents where more than one fire and rescue
service is in attendance
Interoperability at incidents where other emergency responders are in attendance
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Fire and rescue service responsibilities

A fire and rescue authority’s responsibilities are set out in relevant legislation. Some of these
responsibilities are classified as core functions in accordance with specific fire and rescue service
legislation (including those of the devolved administrations). These core functions require each
authority to make provision for extinguishing fires, carrying out rescues and attending other
emergencies, including providing personnel, equipment and training.
Additional responsibilities are implicit and should be considered in conjunction with requirements
set out in other legislation, specifically the Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974, the
Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1999 and the Confined Space Regulations
1997.
The Health and Safety at Work Act requires employers to provide the information, instruction,
training and supervision necessary to ensure, as far as is reasonably practicable, the health, safety
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and welfare of its employees. The Act also places a duty on employers to conduct undertakings in
such a way as to ensure, as far as is reasonably practicable, people not employed by them who may
be affected are not exposed to risk. (Note: in this context, a risk has to be created or made worse by
the service.)
The Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations place a duty on the employer to make a
suitable and sufficient assessment of the risks to the health and safety of their employees and to
record the significant findings of this assessment.
The Confined Space Regulations specifies the meaning of risk associated with confined spaces and
states that “…no person at work shall enter a confined space to carry out work for any purpose
unless it is not reasonably practicable to achieve that purpose without such entry”.
The Health and Safety Executive sets out how it applies health and safety legislation to the fire and
rescue service in Striking the balance between operational and health and safety duties in the Fire
and Rescue Service
Fire and rescue services must train and assess all relevant operational personnel so they are able to
carry out the roles and responsibilities set out in this foundation document. Personnel must
understand these responsibilities, be given sufficient time and facilities to practise their skills so
they are suitably equipped with the operational knowledge needed to resolve the full range of
reasonably foreseeable incidents and to adapt to those that are not.

Operational pre-planning

Fire and rescue services are required to identify risks and collect information indicating where there
may be hazards to personnel. This may include information gained under fire and rescue service
legislation, industrial on-site plans and risk-based geographical information. Information collected
may be used for developing plans and for briefing BA wearers.
Information gathered during pre-planning should identify locations that may require additional
control measures and therefore enhanced operational resources, such as guidelines, extended
duration BA, airline equipment or thermal imaging cameras. The strategic siting and arrangements
for mobilising suitable resources to implement these additional control measures should also be
identified during this process.
To ensure the safety and effectiveness of communications with BA teams, local planning
arrangements should identify where there may be limited penetration of radio signals into
buildings and into structures below ground. Steps may be taken at this preplanning stage to
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enhance the effectiveness of radio communications and telemetry within structures.

BA procedures

Pre-incident procedures

All personnel have responsibilities for the organisation, planning and implementation of breathing
apparatus procedures before, during and following incidents. Arrangements should be in place to
ensure that on deployment, BA wearers are sufficiently prepared and equipped to carry out the
tasks they are given.
Fire and rescue services should:
Ensure that personnel required to wear BA are fit (as set out in local procedures) to carry out
that role
Ensure that personnel required to wear BA are suitably trained and practised in the
procedures detailed in this foundation document
Ensure that suitable and sufficient testing, maintenance and servicing arrangements are in
place for BA equipment, including associated ancillary equipment
Provide the means to log and record BA set and associated equipment test results
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Role and responsibilities of the supervisory manager
The supervisory manager will:
Ensure that the appropriate tests of BA and associated equipment are carried out and that
test records are accurately maintained
Ensure that defective equipment is removed and reported as defective and that replacement
equipment is obtained as soon as possible
Ensure that BA and associated equipment is maintained in a clean, safe and serviceable
condition and is available for operational use
Nominate suitably qualified and competent individuals to wear BA
Nominate a suitably qualified and competent individual to assume the duties of BA entry
control operative
Nominate any other role required for the management of BA operations

Role and responsibilities of the BA entry control operative
The nominated BA entry control operative will:
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Examine and test the BA entry control board to ensure serviceability
Examine the BA tabard(s)
Ensure the availability of BA ancillary equipment
Ensure the availability and operation of emergency air supply equipment (if provided)
Check and, where practicable, adjust the BA entry control board clock to the correct time
Report any defects or omissions to the supervisory manager

Role and responsibilities of the BA wearer
The nominated BA wearer will:
Ensure that before using BA, the apparatus is checked to ensure it is functioning correctly by
carrying out the tests prescribed by the fire and rescue service in accordance with
manufacturers’ instructions. A BA set that fails a test must not be worn until the reason for
the failure is rectified.
As soon as practicable after completing the appropriate tests, record the outcome in
accordance with fire and rescue service procedures
Ensure that their competencies for their BA role and associated tasks are maintained
Report any defects or omissions to the supervisory manager
Be aware of all nominated BA command and control roles and personnel, including the BA
team leader, the person responsible for the BA entry control point and the BA entry control
operative
Achieve and maintain a satisfactory face-fit seal before deployment.

Deployment of Breathing Apparatus wearers

The incident commander will only deploy breathing apparatus after identifying the operational
outcomes and objectives to be achieved. They must make a suitable and sufficient assessment of
the risks involved using all the information and local intelligence available, including:
Risk assessments
Site-Specific Risk Information (SSRI)
Local fire and rescue service standard operational procedures
Other local or circumstantial information
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Refer to National Operational Guidance: Incident command – Ineffective safety management
Consideration should be given to:
Immediate risk to life
Prevention of significant escalation of an incident
Size and complexity of the incident, and specifically the requirement for BA operations
Long-term operational objectives and short-term specific or critical tasks to be achieved
Resources immediately available at the incident
The full extent of resources required to fully execute the overall incident plan
Estimated time of arrival of necessary additional resources
Hazards and risks associated with the incident
Structural integrity of the building or risk area
Location of suitable points of entry
Safety and welfare of BA wearers
Means of escape for BA wearers
Requirement for appropriate BA emergency arrangements

Operational practice
The appropriate level of BA command and control procedures and safe systems of work outlined in
this foundation document should be used at all incidents where BA is deployed. Incident command
system principles and practices should be adhered to at all times. Refer to National Operational
Guidance: Incident command.
BA will only be used on the instruction of, or with the authority of, the incident commander. Only
the incident, operations or sector commander may nominate BA entry control operatives. During
an incident, the incident commander may delegate authority to deploy BA wearers to operations or
sector commanders. However, operational personnel have the right to request BA for respiratory
protection, such as when a sudden change of wind direction affects a pump operator and the
crew’s safety would be compromised by leaving the pump unattended. In such instances, the
firefighter should inform the incident commander and BA entry control operative, who should
initiate the appropriate BA entry control procedures whilst the firefighter dons BA. Such requests
should be considered as part of the normal risk management process.
Procedures for briefing and debriefing BA wearers and teams are critical to establish safe systems
of work and maintain firefighter safety. Full and effective briefing and debriefing of BA teams
should therefore take place every time BA is deployed.
Suitable, sufficient and resilient means of communication methods should be established at all
times to ensure the effectiveness and safety of BA wearers. Communications between the BA entry
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control points, BA wearers and, where established, command support are essential.
Suitable and sufficient firefighting equipment must be provided whenever BA teams are committed
to a risk area involving fire or a flammable atmosphere.

Breathing Apparatus operational procedures –
all incidents
Breathing apparatus is worn at incidents to provide respiratory protection for firefighters working
in oxygen-deficient, toxic and hazardous atmospheres.
The level of supervision required should be subject to the situation and circumstances of any
incident. It should take the size and complexity of BA operations at the incident into consideration,
along with the hazards and risks presented to BA wearers.
The guidance in this section should be followed on every occasion that BA is worn at an operational
incident. Additional guidance relating to individual activities is described in later sections of this
foundation document.
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Operational practice
BA must only be donned and removed in ‘safe air’. BA teams will consist of no less than two BA
wearers. One BA team member should be a competent firefighter and all BA wearers must be
trained in the use of BA.
The exception to the above is where a single BA wearer is deployed in a low-risk situation (as
described in this foundation document) and supported by the local standard operational
procedures and training of the individual fire and rescue service.
The BA team should normally remain as a team for the entire time they are deployed. However, in
exceptional circumstances and following a suitable and sufficient risk assessment, the BA team
leader may decide to split a team of four into two teams of two for a specific task, such as the
rescue of multiple casualties.
This decision should take account of the:
Requirement for each team to be equipped with firefighting media to ensure personal
protection where there is, or is likely to be, a fire or flammable atmosphere
Provision of sufficient communications equipment
Remaining cylinder contents of team members
Physiological nature of the tasks being undertaken
Ability, based on the competence of BA wearers, to appoint a team leader for each team (see
minimum BA team competencies)
Any alteration to the size of the BA team(s), the initial briefing or the name(s) of the team leaders
should be relayed immediately to the person responsible for the BA entry control point.

Role and responsibilities of the incident commander
When managing the use of BA, the incident commander is responsible for:
Determining, on the basis of a suitable and sufficient risk assessment, whether BA is required
to deal with the incident. Refer to National Operational Guidance: Incident command –
Ineffective safety management
Ensuring that resources are sufficient to deal with the size and complexity of BA operations
Requesting suitable resource provision for additional BA teams, particularly where the need
for BA emergency resources is foreseeable. Refer to National Operational Guidance: Incident
command – Insufficient resources
Determining, on the basis of a suitable and sufficient risk assessment, the appropriate
procedures and level of BA command and control
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Ensuring that all personnel are aware which BA entry control procedures are in use
Communicating the level of BA entry control procedures to fire and rescue control
Adopting any other appropriate safety precautions and personal protective equipment for
specific risks (e.g. chemical-protective clothing) required in conjunction with BA
The siting and number of BA entry control points
Implementing BA entry control point support arrangements
Nominating and briefing, or specifically delegating the responsibility to a suitably qualified
person to nominate and brief, a person responsible for establishing each BA entry control
point to manage and monitor the implementation of BA entry control procedures
Communicating the location of all BA entry control points to the operations and/or sector
commanders, all BA entry control operatives, the BA sector commander and command
support
Nominating and briefing safety officers on their specific role requirements, including BA
operations
Establishing and communicating responsibilities for suitable and sufficient briefing and
debriefing of BA teams in accordance with the principles and procedures set out in this
foundation
Ensuring that a structured and comprehensive handover takes place and all relevant
information is transferred and understood when personnel responsible for managing a BA
entry control point are replaced
Establishing suitable and sufficient systems and processes for logging and recording all
relevant BA command and control information
Determining, applying and communicating the appropriate structural search procedures
where appropriate
Assessing the need for, and authorising the use of, BA guidelines
Determining the need for BA line communications
Determining the need for and detailing the specific duties of the BA sector commander
Determining BA wearer welfare requirements and establishing suitable arrangements where
a BA sector commander has not been appointed
Implementing the appropriate procedures in cases of BA wearer distress
Ensuring appropriate BA emergency arrangements
Appropriate provision of relief BA teams at BA entry control points in a timely fashion where a
BA sector commander has not been appointed
Ensuring that each BA team is equipped with the means to communicate with the person
responsible for the BA entry control point
Arrangements for communicating with the people responsible for the BA entry control points
via the command structure
Ensuring that a single level of BA entry control is applied to the whole incident
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Role and responsibilities of the BA entry control operative
The BA entry control operative will:
Set up the BA entry control board at the BA entry control point identified by the incident
commander
Wear a BA entry control tabard for identification purposes
Ensure that the time on the BA entry control board clock is correct or amended
Synchronise the clocks of all entry control boards in use. Where clocks cannot be physically
synchronised, the time difference should be noted and recorded accordingly
Annotate the BA entry control board with the following details:
The identity of the BA entry control point
The stage of the BA command and control procedure
The name and role of the BA entry control operative
The name and role of the person responsible for the BA entry control point
Designate call signs for BA teams in conjunction with the identity of the BA entry control point
Apply procedures for using related BA equipment (telemetry, etc.)
Inform all BA teams if it becomes necessary to move the BA entry control board
Receive the tallies of BA wearers and check that the names of the wearers and the cylinder
pressures at the time of entering the risk area are correct
Enter the ‘time in’ on each tally
Record BA wearers’ entry and monitor their estimated air supply
Place each tally in a slot on the BA entry control board, ensuring that the tallies of each BA
team appear together and are bracketed using a waterproof marker
Take into account any time elapsed since BA wearers entered the risk area by using
automated BA entry control for rapid and/or initial deployment
Clearly identify on the BA entry control board that the BA team has communications
equipment; ensure that radio channels are identified and equipment is tested before they
enter the risk area
Where telemetry is not available, overwrite the BA set number or identifier on the BA entry
control board with a waterproof marker
Where telemetry is not available, calculate the time at which the low pressure warning device
will activate for each wearer, and enter the details on the BA entry control board. The time
should be calculated using the method adopted by the relevant fire and rescue service
Note the location of teams in the column provided on the BA entry control board
Test communications equipment with the BA team, ensuring that the required radio channel
is selected and locked if possible
In the absence of a BA communications operative, maintain communications with BA teams
operating inside the risk area
In the absence of a BA communications operative, inform the person responsible for the BA
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entry control point should there be any unexplained breakdown in communications with BA
teams
Advise BA wearers to withdraw from the risk area at a predetermined pressure gauge reading
(if required)
When BA teams exit the risk area, remove their tallies from the BA entry control board and
return them to the team members
Liaise (by radio, runner, etc.) with other BA entry control points, informing them of any BA
wearers who leave the risk area via another BA entry control point and make arrangements
for their tallies to be returned
Ensure that the person responsible for the BA entry control point is kept fully informed of all
relevant developments and requirements related to wearing BA
At cross-border incidents, or incidents involving other emergency services, follow locally
agreed procedures
At radiation incidents, record the personal dosimeter reading on entering and exiting the risk
area. A permanent record of the exposure to radiation for each wearer should be made and
passed to the incident commander at the end of the incident

Role and responsibilities of the BA team leader
The BA team leader will:
Ensure that the team is fully briefed by the person responsible for the BA entry control point
before deployment to the risk area
Ensure appropriate firefighting equipment is provided and tested before entering the risk
area where there is, or is likely to be, a fire or flammable atmosphere
Monitor working conditions, assess the potential physiological effects and the impact this
may have on working duration (see Heat Related Conditions, Welfare of BA Wearers and
National Operational Guidance: Incident command – Personal resilience
Continually assess the level of risk and determine when to withdraw, based on those risk
assessments (see National Operational Guidance: Incident command – Ineffective safety
management
Co-ordinate gauge checks and ensure that every BA wearer returns to the BA entry control
point before their low pressure warning device activates
Test communications equipment with the BA entry control operative or BA communications
operative. Ensure that the required radio channel is selected and locked if possible
Provide regular updates to the BA entry control point operative on the progress of the team
and any other information relevant to the incident commander, such as conditions, layout
and hazards
Determine when a team of four may be split into two teams of two
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The BA team leader is responsible for the conduct of the team in the risk area. The team leader
should base decisions on:
Nature of tasks being performed
Training and experience gained from previous incidents
Information received by communications from outside the risk area
Sensory perception inside the risk area (e.g. noise, temperature)
Information from BA and associated equipment (e.g. gauges, whistles, alerts, thermal imaging
cameras)
Information from other team members

Role and responsibilities of the BA wearer
The BA wearer will:
Be responsible for managing their own air at all times in accordance with their briefing
Ensure that they fully understand their brief, tasks and instructions, where and how they are
required to enter the risk area, any identified hazards and any limitations on the duration of
wear as determined by the person responsible for the BA entry control point
On instruction from the person responsible for the BA entry control point, start up the BA set,
complete required apparatus pre-entry checks and proceed to the BA entry control point
Ensure an adequate face-fit seal is established in safe air
Hand the BA tally to the BA entry control operative before entering the risk area, ensuring the
tally is placed in the BA entry control board with the ‘time in’ completed
Ensure that appropriate personal protective equipment is worn correctly
Test all firefighting equipment before entering the risk area where there is, or is likely to be, a
fire or flammable atmosphere
Check cylinder contents immediately before entering the risk area. Calculate and select the
required turn-around pressure in agreement with the person responsible for the BA entry
control point and the BA team leader
Carry out safe movement and search and rescue techniques at all times, maintaining close
personal contact
Perform safe and effective firefighting where there is, or is likely to be, a fire or flammable
atmosphere
Monitor the pressure gauge and prompt other members of the team to monitor theirs when
in the risk area
Monitor air consumption closely to enable safe withdrawal to the BA entry control point
before the low pressure warning device activates
Carry out gauge checks more frequently when working hard
Maintain contact and regular verbal communication with the BA team leader and other
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members of the BA team. Update them on any relevant information, including hazards and
landmarks
Work as part of a team, sharing workloads to maximise working duration
Memorise the route in and out of the risk area
Transmit and receive radio messages to the BA entry control point if required to do so by the
BA team leader
Constantly monitor conditions and re-evaluate risk, and inform the team leader of the need
to withdraw if required
Inform the BA team leader of the pressure at which the BA team will need to start exiting the
risk area
Immediately report to BA entry control point on exiting the risk area. Collect the BA tally from
the BA entry control operative
Assist the team leader with debriefing as required, ensuring that any information that may be
of use to subsequent teams entering the risk area, or to the incident commander, is
communicated to the person responsible for the BA entry control point
If applicable, draw a basic plan (or use available plans) to identify the route, hazards and
location of any casualties. Clearly mark areas that have been searched to assist subsequent
BA teams
After wearing BA:
Ensure they, and other team members, are not suffering any effects of heat related
conditions
Relax personal protective clothing following a suitable and sufficient risk assessment
Cool down and hydrate
Rest and recuperate
See Welfare of BA Wearers
Report any accidents, injuries or near-miss events in accordance with local fire and rescue
service policies and procedures
As soon as possible after wearing BA, clean and wash hands to reduce the risk of
contamination from the risk area. Avoid contact of BA or personal protective equipment with
the skin and mouth
Ensure that apparatus is thoroughly cleaned, fitted with a fresh cylinder and tested as
required. Any defects found during routine testing or during use must be reported according
to fire and rescue service procedures
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Breathing apparatus entry control procedures

BA entry control procedures are designed to provide a consistent method for the safe and effective
command and control and management of BA operations and to ensure the safety of firefighters.
BA entry control must be fully aligned with incident command system principles and practices. BA
entry control procedures and provisions should be proportionate to the scale and complexity of the
BA operations at an incident, the overall incident plan and any known or reasonably foreseeable
hazards and risks to BA wearers.
The BA entry control point is the designated position at which BA deployment and command and
control is managed and forms an integral part of the incident command structure.
Disciplined adherence to BA entry control procedures, briefings and instructions is critical to the
safety and effectiveness of BA operations and BA teams.

Operational practice
The BA entry control procedure adopted will be consistent throughout the entire incident and will
not vary for different BA entry control points.
All relevant emergency responders should be made aware of the BA entry control procedures, and
any additional procedures, in use at the incident, particularly those in a position of command.
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The level of BA entry control in use should be communicated to fire control rooms to enable
monitoring officers to gather relevant information.
Suitable and sufficient systems and processes for logging and recording all relevant BA command
and control information should be established prior to deploying BA wearers. Additional
operational procedures and relevant command decisions should be recorded in an incident log as
soon as practicable.
Establishing and maintaining effective communications between the BA entry control point and the
BA team is essential, as is exchanging timely and regular information throughout the command
team.
Personnel qualified by virtue of a suitable and sufficient local fire and rescue service development
process can carry out the role of BA entry control operative, although overall responsibility for BA
entry control rests with the incident commander.
BA entry control operatives must be nominated for each BA entry control board. The BA entry
control operative will undertake specific tasks in relation to BA entry control only (BA entry control
operative role and responsibilities), under the command and direction of the person responsible
for the BA entry control point.
The allocated tasks of BA wearers should be confirmed, communicated and recorded before
deployment. BA wearers deployed into risk areas should be informed of their tasks, such as
firefighting, search and rescue, guideline laying or other specific tasks. Following a suitable and
sufficient assessment of risk, tasks may be combined, for example, firefighting and search and
rescue.

Designation and siting of BA entry control points
BA entry control points should be established in a safe position, in safe air, near the scene of
operations.
The working platform of an aerial appliance should not be used as a site for a BA entry control
point.
BA entry control points should be designated and identified at the incident by means of suitable
referencing using the phonetic alphabet. The first BA entry control point established at the incident
will be designated ‘Alpha’, the second ‘Bravo’, and so on.
BA teams deployed from the BA entry control point will be identified by a sequential numbering
system. For example, at BA entry control point Alpha, the first BA team will be designated ‘BA team
Alpha 1’, the second team ‘BA team Alpha 2’, and so on.
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Bridgehead or forward BA entry control point
This arrangement allows an incident to be dealt with by deploying BA wearers from a safe-air
environment within a structure while being as close as practical to the scene of operations. This
may be considered necessary by an incident commander where there is a need to establish a BA
entry control point at a distance from the first point of access to a building or risk area, such as in
high-rise building or large, complex structure such as a shopping mall.
The location of the BA entry control point in these circumstances will be determined by the incident
commander based on the incident plan and the outcome of a risk assessment.
Some of the factors that should be taken into account when determining the location of a
bridgehead or forward BA entry control point are:
The potential for an escalation of the incident
The safe-air environment necessary to start up BA
The best access to and egress from the scene of operations
Crew safety and welfare
Effective communications with BA wearers
Effective communications with the incident commander
The level of supervision and support necessary for the BA entry control operative
The distance from the initial point of access to the BA entry control point

Stage 1 Breathing Apparatus entry control
Stage 1 BA entry control procedures are used to monitor the safety of BA wearers at incidents
where the numbers of BA wearers is small and BA operations are limited and not complex.

Operational practice – Stage 1 breathing apparatus entry control
Stage I BA entry control procedures apply where:
The nature of BA operations is limited and not complex
The incident requires no more than one BA entry control point
The incident requires no more than six BA wearers to be deployed to the risk area at any one
time
BA guidelines are not required
The BA team must receive and confirm their understanding of a clear briefing and instructions. The
briefing should include, for example, the task to be achieved, information regarding hazards, risks
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and control measures, methods of communication and emergency arrangements. Under Stage 1
BA entry control, the incident commander should ensure suitable and sufficient emergency
arrangements. See Emergency arrangements.

Stage 2 Breathing Apparatus entry control
Stage 2 BA entry control procedures apply when a greater level of control is required to manage
and monitor the safety of BA wearers in complex BA operations, or where the criteria for Stage 1
have been exceeded.

Operational practice - Stage 2 breathing apparatus entry control
Stage 2 BA entry control procedures apply where:
The nature of BA operations are complex and require a greater degree of control and
supervision
The incident requires more than one BA entry control point
The incident requires more than six wearers to be deployed to the risk area at any one time
BA guidelines are required
Under Stage 2 BA entry control, the incident commander and BA entry control operatives should
ensure suitable and sufficient emergency arrangements are established at all BA entry control
points. See Emergency arrangements.
Each entry control point should establish and maintain communications with all other BA entry
control points at the incident.
The initial BA entry control operative should, where possible, remain in place when moving from BA
Stage 1 to Stage 2. A nominated person with the appropriate level of managerial authority, training
and experience should supervise the BA entry control operative.
When an existing BA entry control operative at a BA entry control board is replaced, this should be
done at a time when no BA wearers are committed through that particular board. A structured
exchange of information should take place between BA entry control operatives under the strict
supervision of the person responsible for the BA entry control point.
The incident commander should determine the need for additional resources to manage the BA
entry control points and associated functions.
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Breathing Apparatus entry control point supervision
The incident or sector commander should consider the need to implement an appropriate level of
supervision as the risks and demands of the incident increase. It may therefore be necessary to
appoint a manager to provide additional BA entry control point supervision. This manager will be
known as the BA entry control point supervisor and should have the appropriate level of
managerial authority, training and experience to ensure that they can effectively manage the
required resources dictated by the incident plan.

Operational practice – Breathing apparatus entry control point supervision
The BA entry control point supervisor provides a greater degree of control and co-ordination
between incident command, incident sectors, additional BA entry control points and other agencies
where necessary (including neighbouring fire and rescue services). In practice, the BA entry control
point supervisor will perform co-ordination and logistical tasks associated with BA entry control
point operations. This will enable the BA entry control operative to focus on the monitoring of BA
wearers deployed within the risk area.

Role and responsibilities of the BA entry control point supervisor
The BA entry control point supervisor will:
Receive a detailed brief and implement the incident, operations or sector commander’s
incident plan for breathing apparatus operations
Brief and debrief all BA wearers
Regularly update the incident, operations or sector commander on BA operations undertaken
from the BA entry control point
Ensure that a co-ordinated search is carried out in liaison with the search co-ordinator and
that a record is kept of areas that have been searched or require searching
Ensure that sufficient, fully equipped BA emergency teams are rigged and standing by at the
BA entry control point
Determine the time and/or cylinder pressure at which a BA team is expected to return to the
BA entry control point
Supervise BA communications for the BA entry control point

Breathing Apparatus sector
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The purpose of establishing a breathing apparatus sector is to provide additional support for coordinating BA resources and logistics, particularly where the incident is large or complex or where
there is more than one Stage 2 BA entry control point.
The BA sector commander should have the appropriate level of managerial authority, training and
experience to ensure that they can effectively manage the logistical requirements of a BA sector.
The full extent of their role will depend on the complexity of the incident and the number of BA
wearers deployed. Where necessary, the BA sector commander may be supported by assistants.
The location of the BA sector should be communicated to all relevant emergency responders.

Operational practice – Breathing apparatus sector
Where a BA sector is in place, BA entry control operatives should establish and maintain effective
communications with the BA sector commander and report all relevant information, including
information from BA team briefings and debriefings, and submit requests for resources and
support in a timely manner.

Role and responsibilities of the BA sector commander
The BA sector commander will:
Be appointed by, and report to, the incident commander
Be clearly identified by suitable wording on their sector commander tabard
Provide BA emergency team resource requirements to BA entry control points
Be responsible for BA resources and logistics
Be responsible for BA wearers’ welfare, and establish appropriate rest and recuperation areas
Operate within the command support structure and work alongside and closely with other
command support colleagues
Establish and maintain communications with all BA entry control points
Identify the location of each BA entry control point and record the name of each BA entry
control operative
Establish and record the availability of BA, associated equipment and personnel at the
incident
Take account of any time variations between BA entry control board clocks
Establish and record the requirements for relief teams of BA wearers
Ensure that there are sufficient BA wearers to comprise the relief teams required by each BA
entry control point, and ensure they arrive at the BA entry control point at least five minutes
before required
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Maintain suitable and sufficient records

Rapid/initial deployment
Suitable and sufficient pre-planning, including task and resource analysis, will assist incident
commanders in deploying the appropriate resources required to provide safe systems of work
applicable to an incident that may require breathing apparatus. In circumstances where
immediately available resources are unable to deliver the full incident plan but where there is an
opportunity to preserve life or take action that will prevent an incident deteriorating, rapid/initial
deployment of BA may be used under strict criteria.

Operational practice - Rapid/initial deployment
Rapid/initial deployment will only be undertaken on the instructions of the incident commander
following a suitable and sufficient assessment of the risks versus the likely benefits. Under
rapid/initial deployment protocols, no more than two BA wearers will be in the risk area.
The incident commander may personally adopt the role of monitoring BA wearers following a
suitable and sufficient risk assessment.
As soon as resources become available, stage 1 BA entry control procedures must be implemented
as a minimum level of control.
In addition to duties outlined in BA Operational Procedures – all incidents, the following
responsibilities apply:

Role and responsibilities of the incident commander - Rapid/initial deployment
The incident commander will:
Initiate the use of rapid/initial deployment BA procedures following a suitable and sufficient
assessment of the risks versus the likely benefits. Refer to National Operational Guidance:
Incident command – Ineffective safety management
Inform fire and rescue control that rapid/initial deployment procedures are in use
Request further resources to establish the appropriate level of BA entry control
Ensure arrangements for communication between BA wearers, the person monitoring BA
wearers and the incident commander
Implement appropriate BA entry control procedures as soon as resources allow
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Role and responsibilities of the crew member monitoring the BA team Rapid/initial Deployment
The monitoring crew member will:
Establish and maintain communications with BA wearers and the incident commander
Record ‘time in’ on the BA entry control board
Ensure that BA tallies with suitable and sufficient details are placed in the BA entry control
board, automated rapid/initial deployment board, or telemetry board if established
Undertake other essential duties as required
Provide a handover to any subsequent BA entry control operative

Role and responsibilities of the BA wearer - Rapid/initial deployment
BA wearers will:
Ensure that all BA tallies and gauges are checked and that tallies are placed in the BA entry
control board, with ‘time in’ recorded by themselves or through an automated board

Single BA wearer

In certain circumstances, it may be appropriate to deploy a single breathing apparatus wearer to
carry out a specific task. Stage 1 BA entry control procedures apply when deploying a single BA
wearer. See also, Deployment of BA Wearers – Operational practice
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Operational practice
The use of single BA wearers is only permissible when:
Operations are not inside a building or structure
Undertaking low-risk activities
The BA wearer’s gauge has been checked and their cylinder contents recorded
The wearer’s BA tally has been placed in a BA entry control board with suitable and sufficient
details entered
The BA wearer can be removed quickly from the risk area
The BA wearer can always be seen by the incident commander or other nominated crew
member

Role and responsibilities of the incident commander
The incident commander will:
Initiate the use of Stage 1 single deployment BA procedures following a suitable and sufficient
assessment of risks versus likely benefits
Inform the fire control room that Stage 1 single deployment procedures are in use
Establish arrangements for communication between the BA wearer, the person monitoring
BA wearer and the incident commander
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Role and responsibilities of the BA entry control operative
The BA entry control operative will:
Receive the tally of the BA wearer and check that the name of the wearer and the cylinder
pressure at the time they enter the risk area are correct
Enter the ‘time in’ on the tally
Record BA wearer’s entry and monitor the estimated air supply
Place the tally in a slot on the BA entry control board

Role and responsibilities of the crew member monitoring the BA wearer
The monitoring crew member will:
Maintain visual contact with the BA wearer
Monitor the activities and working environment of the BA wearer
Establish and maintain communications with the BA wearer and incident commander

Role and responsibilities of the BA wearer
The BA wearer will:
Not enter any building or structure
Remain in view of the monitoring crew member
Maintain communication with the monitoring crew member

Re-entry into a risk area

It may sometimes be necessary for breathing apparatus teams to re-enter a risk area to perform a
specific task after they have withdrawn, reported to the BA entry control point and closed down
their sets. Re-entry will only take place for a limited and defined period to achieve a specific task or
tasks within the physiological and psychological capabilities of the BA wearer.
Re-entry can only be allowed where the incident commander is satisfied that:
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The BA team is still under the control and supervision of the BA entry control operative
The re-entry is for a clearly defined, specific task which should not involve firefighting (other
than to ensure personal protection of the BA wearers)
The cylinder contents of all BA wearers are sufficient for the task (this does not involve fitting
a fresh cylinder, which would constitute a new entry)
The pressure gauges of all BA wearers register a pressure that provides a minimum of 15
minutes’ working duration
The fitness and wellbeing of the BA wearers is adequate for the task to be undertaken
The BA entry control operative must record fresh details for all the BA team members involved in a
re-entry procedure. This should include annotating the BA entry control board appropriately with
the words ‘re-entry’ or RE. See abbreviations.
Re-entry should not take place for team members wearing extended duration BA owing to the
additional weight of the extended duration BA set, the longer durations required and the additional
physiological burdens involved.
In addition to duties included within BA operational procedures – all incidents, the following
responsibilities apply:

Role and responsibilities of the incident commander
The incident commander will:
Determine the requirement for the identified specific task
Confirm that the identified task is for a limited duration
Determine, following a suitable and sufficient assessment of risk, whether any specific task is
within the physiological and psychological capabilities of BA wearers

Role and responsibilities of the BA entry control operative
The BA entry control operative will:
Where a BA team re-enters a risk area, ensure that the cylinder contents of all BA wearers are
sufficient for the specific task; in all cases, the cylinder should be at a pressure that provide a
minimum of 15 minutes’ working duration
Record fresh details for all BA team members
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Role and responsibilities of the BA wearer
The BA wearer will:
Confirm their fitness to carry out the identified task
Receive and confirm their understanding of a briefing before deployment

Breathing Apparatus used in conjunction with
aerial appliances and ladders
Where the incident commander deems it necessary for aerial appliance cage operators and
personnel working on ladders to wear breathing apparatus, the appropriate BA entry control
procedure must apply.
When a single BA wearer is operating from a working platform or head of a ladder, they must
remain in communication with the appliance operator or person footing the ladder and not leave
the head of the ladder or cage to enter any building or risk area.
Where a BA team uses a ladder or cage as a means of access to a building or structure, a BA entry
control point should be established at ground level in a safe area.
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Search and rescue within structures

A primary function of fire and rescue services is to protect life and it may be necessary for
personnel to search buildings or structures using breathing apparatus as an essential control
measure. A logical and methodical search procedure, including a retraceable route for safe egress,
is essential for BA wearers progressing through buildings or structures with restricted visibility. See
National Operational Guidance: Fires and firefighting.
The incident commander must establish full awareness of the working environment, including fire
conditions, fire development, levels of visibility and nature of hazardous materials, to ensure that
the most appropriate search plan is implemented. Wherever possible, the incident commander
should obtain risk information, including building and structural plans, which will enable
operational planning for using BA at the incident.
BA wearers observing the search criteria and the nature and parameters of the operational brief in
a disciplined way is critical to the safety and effectiveness of search and rescue operations.

ARCHIVED - Operational practice
Search and rescue procedures involving the use of BA should be planned following a suitable and
sufficient assessment of risk. At larger and more complex incidents, the incident commander may
determine a need for a strategic overview of the various search and rescue activities in each sector
and at each BA entry control point. They may then appoint a dedicated search co-ordinator who will
establish manageable spans of control, identify areas to be searched and produce suitable search
plans. See National Operational Guidance - Lack of coordinated search plan
The BA entry control operative should maintain plans and search records at the BA entry control
point. These and all other information relating to the operation should be duplicated at command
support.
BA teams should ensure that details of areas searched are communicated to the BA entry control
operative, who will communicate with the incident, operations or sector commander. A
comprehensive search and rescue record can then be established at command support, which will
preclude duplication of search and rescue activity. The quality and effectiveness of the BA team’s
debriefing processes are therefore critical to the safety and effectiveness of the overall search plan.
Tactical ventilation should be considered when carrying out procedures for the search and rescue
of casualties as it may significantly improve conditions for casualties and BA wearers. However,
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tactical ventilation must only be carried out following a suitable and sufficient risk assessment and
on direct instruction from the incident commander or delegated commander. See National
Operational Guidance: Fires and firefighting.
The incident commander must provide clear, unambiguous briefings and instructions to BA
wearers. This will include the route to be used by BA team(s) when progressing through the
building or structure and the search and rescue method or procedures to be employed. Disciplined
and systematic observance of the search brief by BA wearers is essential. They must assume
responsibility for confirming their understanding of the briefing and instructions and, once
deployed, follow their instructions without variation, except in extreme circumstances involving lifethreatening situations.
A BA team will work together, remain as a team at all times and maintain close personal contact
unless a larger team decides to split. See BA operational procedures – all incidents.
In larger compartments, multiple BA teams may be committed in a co-ordinated way to ensure that
the entire compartment is searched and BA team safety is maintained.
BA search teams operating within a structure where there is, or is likely to be, a fire or flammable
atmosphere must be equipped with suitable and sufficient firefighting media. The means by which
firefighting provision is deployed may be either:
Carried by each BA team deployed within the risk area
Carried by a specifically nominated firefighting BA team who maintain close personal contact
with the BA search team at all times
The incident commander should ensure sufficient personnel are deployed to ensure that BA teams
do not have to separate to manage hose lines while operating inside a structure.
When negotiating specific obstacles such as doors, stairs and vertical ladders, BA team members
may separate briefly but should only be separated by the distance created by the obstacle. It is
imperative to maintain line of sight and/or verbal communication at all times.
In addition to duties outlined in BA operational procedures – all incidents, the following
responsibilities apply:

ARCHIVED - Role and responsibilities of the BA wearer
The BA wearer will:
Confirm the search procedure to be followed
Maintain regular gauge checks
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Remain in close personal contact with other members of the team
Maintain personal protection techniques
Maintain communication with the BA team leader

Breathing Apparatus team brief/debrief

It is essential that every breathing apparatus team is fully briefed at the BA entry control point by
the appropriate person.
The brief should contain:
The designated BA team call sign
The nature and layout of the structure to be searched
The specific area to be searched
The hazards and risks presented
Existing control measures
The search procedures to be employed and equipment to be used
The level of BA command and control procedures in use
The location and tasks of any other BA teams
Any relevant air-management criteria
Communications provisions
BA emergency and contingency arrangements
Debriefing requirements
All other relevant information
The brief for a BA search team may require them to start the search at the point of entry:
At a location beyond the point of entry where there is the greatest danger for casualties
Where the likely seat of a fire is located
At some other designated point within the building or structure.
The BA team must follow all appropriate safe systems of work, search and rescue procedures and
personal safety techniques in reaching the designated point for the start of the search and during
the search itself.
Suitable plans of the structure, annotated with areas still to be searched and those already
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searched, landmarks (orientation reference points) and hazards identified, should be produced
wherever possible. These plans can provide additional information that may be used during
briefing and debriefing BA wearers to enhance the safety and effectiveness of BA search and
rescue teams.
On completion of any BA deployment, the team should be fully debriefed at the BA entry control
point by the nominated and appropriate person. The essential elements of the debriefing should
also be recorded.
Recording
Key information should be recorded appropriately. A suitable and sufficient record of search and
rescue instructions and briefings to breathing apparatus teams, debrief intelligence and any other
relevant operational and planning information should be maintained at the BA entry control point.
This risk-critical information impacts directly on the effective command and control of any incident
involving BA and the tasks allocated to subsequent BA teams.
Records should be maintained, not just for the duration of the incident but for subsequent audit,
training and investigation purposes. These provide a contemporaneous record of the instructions
given to BA teams and information gained at the debrief on completion.

Action on locating casualties

Operational practice
Information on the size, number and location of casualties in a risk area must be confirmed if
possible. This will influence decisions on BA team size, suitable equipment and priorities. For
example, if there are a number of casualties or a particularly large person needs rescuing, it may be
necessary to deploy a larger BA search and rescue team with appropriate evacuation equipment
alongside firefighting teams providing protection. See National Operational Guidance: Performing
rescues.

Summoning assistance

Wherever possible, radio communications should be used to summon assistance. If radio
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communications are not available, BA wearers may gain the attention of other team members or
BA teams by slow, loud and regular handclapping. These actions do not constitute a distress signal.

Breathing Apparatus guidelines

The deployment of breathing apparatus guidelines should be determined on the basis of a suitable
and sufficient assessment of risk and in accordance with the incident plan. The incident
commander should also consider using alternative or simultaneous operational tactics to assist in
fire and rescue service operations and enhance firefighter safety. These may include adopting
tactical ventilation techniques and/or additional access points.

Operational practice
Stage 2 BA entry control procedures and appropriate BA emergency arrangements must be
established before BA guideline operations can start.
The purpose of a BA guideline is to enable:
BA teams to locate the scene of operations
BA teams to enter and search large or complex buildings or structures
Subsequent BA teams to locate other BA teams
A BA team in a risk area to retrace their steps to the BA entry control point
The use of BA guidelines can be divided into two operational practices:
Laying guidelines
Following or searching off guidelines
The BA guideline laying team has sole responsibility for laying the guideline along an access or
egress route; they should not be drawn into other activities. A guideline laying team should
therefore be supported by a firefighting team where there is, or is likely to be, a fire or flammable
atmosphere.
BA guideline laying and search teams should not enter a risk area where there is, or is likely to be, a
fire or flammable atmosphere, without appropriate firefighting media. This equipment may be
carried by the search team themselves, or preferably by support firefighting BA teams working
closely with them.
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The guideline laying team should not operate ahead of any firefighting BA team because the
firefighting BA team will adopt fire suppression techniques to render the environment safe. If the
firefighting BA teams have to withdraw, the BA guideline laying team should also withdraw.
Additional support BA teams should be deployed in conjunction with a guideline laying or search
and rescue BA team for actions such as:
Fire fighting and gas cooling
Hose management
Thermal imaging camera use
Protecting the BA guideline laying team’s means of escape
Support for casualty retrieval
A main guideline leading from a BA entry control point should be designated A or B, using a tally.
The relevant tally must be attached securely to the line before the BA team enters the risk area.
The BA guideline should be secured to an immovable object outside the risk area in safe air before
any BA team enters the risk area, unless the guideline is being used to extend an existing main
guideline.
Sufficient information must be communicated to subsequent BA teams to ensure they follow the
correct guideline.
To avoid confusion and maintain manageable lines of communication and spans of control, no
more than two guideline routes are permitted to be in use at any single BA entry control point.
Only one guideline may be laid along a search route. However, two guidelines may be laid near to a
building or structure’s entry point, either side of a route, before they split into clearly defined
search areas.
Guidelines should not cross over each other inside a building or structure or share tie-off points. If
two guidelines converge, one of them should be terminated and secured to a tie-off point two
metres or more from where the guidelines would have met.
A guideline may consist of a number of lines joined together. However, consideration must always
be given to how long BA wearers can work, the physiological environment, the distance to be
covered (particularly if rescues are necessary) and the potential for incident escalation.
Incident commanders should use building plans and/or external reconnaissance to assess the
internal distances BA wearers may be required to travel.
Where a guideline is being extended, the BA team leader must inform the BA entry control
operative, who will then ensure a suitable and sufficient record is maintained and inform the
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sector/operations/incident commander as appropriate.
Branch guidelines
Branch guidelines should be used where the distance of the area of search from the main guideline
is greater than the length of one personal line (6m). No more than four branch guidelines can be
deployed from a single BA entry control point.
The branch guideline should be referenced according to its main guideline and the number of the
branch guideline; for example, main guideline A, branch guideline 1. Any branch guideline tally
must be secured to the line before the BA team enters the risk area.
If a branch guideline needs to be extended, following a suitable and sufficient risk assessment
based on information from the BA team leader, a record of the extension will be made and
maintained.

In addition to duties outlined in BA operational procedures – all incidents, the following
responsibilities apply:
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Role and responsibilities of the incident commander
The incident (or nominated) commander will:
Determine the use of BA guidelines on the basis of a suitable and sufficient assessment of
risk
Consider the use of alternative or simultaneous operational tactics
Ensure that Stage 2 BA entry control procedures are applied to the whole incident
Regularly review the use of BA guidelines
Ensure use of additional BA support teams in conjunction with guideline laying teams
Inform all relevant personnel that guidelines are in use
Implement appropriate BA emergency procedures as necessary
Inform fire and rescue control rooms that BA guidelines are in use

Role and responsibilities of the BA entry control operative
The BA entry control operative will:
Record, monitor and log guideline use, including identifying which guideline each team is
laying, following or searching from
Check to ensure directional indicators of all guidelines pay out correctly prior to BA wearers
entering the risk area
Attach BA main and branch guideline tallies to the appropriate lines
Ensure that all deployed BA wearers are made aware of any guidelines laid behind them

Compartment firefighting activities

Operational Practice
Appropriate firefighting procedures should be employed whenever breathing apparatus teams are
firefighting in compartments. Fire and rescue services must provide training in appropriate
firefighting techniques and media to all BA wearers.
Firefighting tactics must take into account the effects and proximity of BA wearers within the risk
area.
Specific details of these operational firefighting procedures and techniques are not covered in this
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document, but remain an integral feature of any safe system of work. See National Operational
Guidance: Fires and firefighting and National Operational Guidance: Fires in buildings.

Air management

Air management is essential to the safe and effective operation of breathing apparatus operations.
It begins when BA wearers go under air, i.e. after they have been briefed and have confirmed
receipt of instructions.
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Operational practice
It is essential that BA wearers return to the BA entry control point either before the low pressure
warning device or whistle activates or by a pre-determined time of return specified in the briefing
and instructions. Following deployment, BA wearers are responsible for their own air management.
In addition to duties outlined in BA operational procedures – all incidents, the following
responsibilities apply:

Role and responsibilities of the BA team leader
The BA team leader will:
Ensure that every BA wearer returns to the BA entry control point before their low pressure
warning device or whistle activates
Inform the BA entry control operative immediately if they become aware that this cannot be
achieved

Role and responsibilities of the BA wearer
The BA wearer will:
Read their own gauge and make calculations
Take responsibility for informing the BA team leader of the pressure at which they will need
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to start exiting the risk area
Make the BA team leader aware of their gauge readings on a regular basis, so that work can
be shared evenly in the team to maximise the remaining working duration
Inform the BA team leader of any variation in their expected air consumption rate

Airlines

An airline supplies air to the wearer from a cylinder located remotely from the wearer.
Specific operating procedures apply to the command, control and deployment of airline equipment,
which must only be used by properly trained and competent personnel. Fire and rescue services
must ensure that their procedures align with this foundation document and any other technical
procedures that are in place covering the operation of airline equipment.

Operational practice
Subject to fire and rescue service risk assessments, it may be appropriate for fire and rescue
services to use airline equipment as a safe means of providing a breathing apparatus capability.
An airline may be appropriate:
Where extended air supply to self-contained breathing apparatus wearers is required
Where the use of self-contained BA may not be suitable or is less effective
These incidents include but are not limited to:
Incidents in the open, where airlines are used to provide a breathable atmosphere without
the weight of a self-contained BA set
Specialist operations that involve restricted access to the working area
In accordance with the system of operating when wearing self-contained BA, airline teams will
comprise a minimum of two BA wearers.
Each airline team will be equipped with suitable communications that will enable each team to
communicate with the airline BA entry control point.
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The use of airlines reduces the overall weight imposed on a BA wearer and can provide a limitless
supply of air. However, the physiological limitations of the wearer should be considered whenever
airline equipment is used.
An airline is susceptible to mechanical damage that could compromise the air supply to the wearer.
Appropriate care and protective arrangements must be maintained.
The incident commander should be aware of the location of all airline BA entry control points, and
while it is permissible for self-contained BA wearers to use the same BA entry control point, a
separate BA entry control board with a dedicated BA entry control operative must be established
and maintained.
The location of the airline BA entry control point should take into account the previous guidance
regarding BA entry control points. The incident commander will also take account of the:
Length and amount of airline required
Number of personnel required to operate it
Distance to the scene of operations
In addition to duties outlined in BA operational procedures – all incidents, the following
responsibilities apply:

Role and responsibilities of the incident commander
The incident commander will:
Determine the requirement for the use of airline equipment
Identify the location of airline BA entry control points

Role and responsibilities of the BA wearer
The BA wearer will:
Manage the laying and recovery of the airline to ensure effective progress at an incident
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Working in pressurised atmospheres
There are broadly two types of environments where pressurised atmospheres may be
encountered. These are referred to here as ‘elevated pressures’ and ‘commercial workings’. See
National Operational Guidance: Sub surface, height, structures and confined spaces.

Operational practice
The task of firefighting and rescuing people in pressurised workings is principally the responsibility
of the on-site contractor. The fire and rescue service would continue to respond to a call to
pressurised workings and might stand by to give advice and provide backup facilities if necessary.
Where, subject to any prior agreement and arrangement, it is reasonably foreseeable that a fire
and rescue service may be requested to support a contractor’s emergency arrangements, the
limitations of its breathing apparatus and associated equipment must be taken into account.

Withdrawal of breathing apparatus wearers

The decision on when to withdraw from a risk area is extremely important. The main aim is to
ensure that all breathing apparatus teams return to the BA entry control point before the
estimated activation of their low pressure warning devices.

Operational practice
The incident commander and BA team leader’s duties include ensuring that BA wearers are not
exposed to an unacceptable level of risk. BA wearers are responsible for ensuring that BA team
leaders are made aware of any relevant developments that might require an early withdrawal from
the risk area.
The timing of withdrawal from a risk area must take into account:
The specific instructions of the incident commander
The potential for physiological and psychological stress or distress as a result of
environmental conditions or workload, including high temperatures, humidity and casualty
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rescue
The physiological conditions or depth of penetration into the risk area, such as in tunnels,
confined spaces or ships
A deteriorating situation such as fire growth or signs of collapse. National Operational
Guidance: Fires in buildings
Any relocation of the BA entry control point
BA team leaders should not rely solely on pressure readings when reaching a decision on when to
withdraw their team; they should take into account information received from all sources. BA team
leaders must withdraw their team if any member:
Has an uncontrolled loss of pressure
Appears to be unwell, confused or in discomfort, especially when exposed to rapid
temperature increase. See Heat related conditions
Has a gauge that is faulty or unreadable
Has been exposed to an irrespirable atmosphere due to BA failure
Has a low pressure warning device that is activating
Reaches the pressure gauge reading pre-determined by the person responsible for the BA
entry control point
Has insufficient time for decontamination procedures to be carried out before the low
pressure warning device activates
BA team leaders must also withdraw their team if:
An emergency evacuation signal sounds. National Operational Guidance: Incident command
There is a loss of firefighting media (where applicable)
The BA team experiences a sustained and unexpected loss of communications
Conditions in the risk area have deteriorated to the extent that BA team members are
exposed to an unacceptable level of risk (following a risk assessment or on the advice of team
members)
The BA entry control operative should immediately be informed of any decision to withdraw
prematurely from a risk area. This decision should then be relayed to the incident, operations or
sector commander.
BA teams should ensure that they have provision for firefighting or gas cooling where there is, or is
likely to be, a fire or flammable atmosphere, as they make their way out of the risk area.
Firefighting media may only be left in areas unaffected by fire or fire gases within a structure.
However, BA teams may decide to leave other equipment in the hazard area to reduce the
workload when withdrawing as long as this does not compromise the safety of the BA team or
other teams in the hazard area.
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Communications

Suitable and sufficient communications procedures must be established and maintained between
the command team, the BA entry control point and all BA teams throughout the duration of their
deployment.
Communications equipment used with BA should be suitable for use within flammable
environments, complying with the requisite level of intrinsic safety.

Operational practice
Communication between BA teams and the BA entry control operative is essential to the effective
command and control of an incident and the safety and welfare of BA wearers. All relevant
information should be shared.
The BA team briefing should be given to all team members. It should include all information
relevant to the team’s task and safety, including emergency procedures. Regular communication
between BA team members is essential to ensure the safety of personnel and the exchange of
information within the BA team.
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When BA teams in the risk area come into contact with each other, team leaders should exchange
all relevant information.
Where radio communications are used, a dedicated BA communications channel (s) should be
specified and used. However, at less complex incidents where the use of BA commuincations is
minimal and manageable, a general channel may be used for all hand held radio communications.
In normal circumstances, the BA team leader should instigate all communications between the BA
team and the BA entry control point. However, in an emergency, any BA team member may send a
message.
BA team members should be debriefed as soon as practicable after leaving the risk area. Debriefing
should include any information that could assist in resolving the incident or improving safety for BA
teams. Essential and risk-critical information must be communicated to the incident commander as
soon as possible and before debriefing.
Where assistance with BA communications becomes necessary at the BA entry control point, the
incident commander should make the appropriate resources available.
Normally, BA communications between teams will be via the BA entry control operative. However,
circumstances may arise where BA teams need to communicate directly with other teams by radio.
In such cases, teams should identify themselves and the team(s) they wish to contact through their
unique incident BA team call sign (see designation of BA entry control point and BA teams). As long
as radio traffic is kept to a minimum, this should not prevent risk-critical information from being
passed between BA teams.
Where communications are more complex and a greater level of control and supervision is
required, the incident, operations or sector commander may need to appoint a BA communications
operative. BA communications operatives should be considered under Stage 2 BA entry control.
The incident commander should consider using line communications equipment:
Where a high degree of intrinsic safety is required and cannot be provided through hand-held
radio and electronic communications equipment
Where incidents require deep penetration into structures, such as basements and tunnels
Where incidents are likely to be of long duration
Where BA guidelines are required
Where airline equipment is in use without BA being worn

Role and responsibilities of the BA communications operative
The BA communications operative will:
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Report to, and take instruction from, the person responsible for the BA entry control point,
and work alongside the BA entry control operative
Send and receive messages, liaising with the BA entry control operative and the person
responsible for the BA entry control point
Provide appropriate communications equipment
Maintain a position close to the BA entry control operative
Carry out a communications check with BA teams before entering the risk area
Monitor BA teams’ progress in the risk area
Inform and update the person responsible for the BA entry control point of any unexplained
breakdown in communications with BA teams
For further information regarding communications see: National Operational Guidance: Incident
command – Ineffective organisation of the incident ground

Telemetry

The purpose of telemetry in fire and rescue service operations is to allow live and relevant data to
be transmitted and received between a remote monitoring point and the breathing apparatus
wearer.
To maximise the signal power of a radio frequency transmission, fire and rescue services should
follow the relevant guidance from telemetry system providers and may consider, where
appropriate, enhancing signal strength by using a ‘leaky feeder’ and/or repeater units.
This foundation document is based on the minimum functionality of telemetry equipment.
Individual fire and rescue services will need to develop their own procedures for their equipment,
and should seek to ensure that telemetry BA command and control and BA equipment procedures
for using telemetry are interoperable as far as is reasonably practicable.
In the event of a loss of contact or breakdown in telemetry communications, the procedures
followed by individual fire and rescue services must consider other ways to communicate with BA
teams.
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Operational practice
Arrangements must be put in place to manage and operate the available telemetry, and to monitor
information received via telemetry at the BA entry control point throughout the duration of BA
deployment.
Depending on the scope and scale of the expected BA deployment and in accordance with the
incident plan, additional support to the person responsible for the BA entry control point may be
considered.
In addition to duties outlined in BA operational procedures – all incidents, the following
responsibilities apply:

Role and responsibilities of the incident commander
The incident commander will:
Decide whether emergency selective evacuation is appropriate
Ensure that any decision to conduct an emergency total evacuation of all personnel is
communicated to all telemetry BA entry control operatives
Ensure that the appropriate action, based on individual fire and rescue service standard
procedures, is taken in the event of an unexpected and sustained loss of telemetry
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Role and responsibilities of the BA entry control operative
The BA entry control operative will:
Monitor the time to activation of the low pressure warning device
Set up and operate a telemetry BA entry control board or unit in a position nominated by the
incident commander
Log on telemetry-equipped BA wearers who are to be committed to the risk area
Monitor the displayed cylinder pressure of all telemetry radio units logged on to telemetry BA
entry control boards or units
Ensure that appropriate action is taken if the cylinder contents of a BA wearer do not
correspond with the BA wearer’s time of whistle or low pressure warning
Revert to manual BA entry control procedures if the telemetry signal is lost
Initiate BA emergency procedures if appropriate
Log off BA wearers leaving the risk area through the BA entry control point from their
telemetry BA entry control boards/units

Role and responsibilities of the BA team leader
The BA team leader will:
Test telemetry equipment with the BA entry control operative
Ensure that the appropriate telemetry signal is transmitted by each member of the BA team
when leaving the risk area
Ensure that the whole BA team is withdrawn if any member of the team receives an
emergency evacuation signal (total or selective)
Ensure that each BA wearer acknowledges receipt of the evacuation signal (depending on the
telemetry system employed)

Role and responsibilities of the BA wearer
The BA wearer will:
Shut down the BA set and collect the BA tally from the BA entry control operative
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Welfare of breathing apparatus wearers

Research has established that heat-related conditions are the greatest single source of
performance limitation and physiological threat to firefighters’ wellbeing when undertaking
firefighting and search and rescue activities in a built environment. The ability of BA wearers to
make critical decisions and sound judgements based on risk assessment may also be affected by
heat-related conditions. See Heat related conditions. BA wearer welfare, safety and effectiveness
should be addressed before, during and post-deployment.
Wearing breathing apparatus and personal protective equipment restricts the body’s ability to
regulate body temperature. This situation is exacerbated when the BA wearer is working in hot and
humid conditions. Apart from general tiredness associated with fatigue in an operational
environment, it could also result in:
Poor judgement
Reduced capacity for effective communication
Poor co-ordination
Reduced visual perception
Reduced vigilance
Slower reaction times
Lack of concentration
Incident commanders, anyone with delegated responsibility for BA wearer welfare and all BA
wearers must be alert to the signs and symptoms of heat-related conditions. Recognising these
signs and symptoms is part of the risk assessment process that helps determine whether a person
is fit to be deployed in BA at an incident. In addition, all personnel have a responsibility to ensure
that they arrive fit for duty.
Further research has shown that regular training in BA increases an individual’s ability to cope with
the additional physiological demands that may be involved. However, the effects of heat-related
conditions on an individual cannot be completely removed by training alone, and fire and rescue
services should therefore adopt the following guidance.

Operational practice
Personnel have a responsibility to ensure that they are physiologically and psychologically fit to
wear BA. The welfare of BA wearers should be addressed and appropriately resourced on every
occasion that BA is deployed.
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Where possible, firefighters selected as BA wearers should not carry out other functions requiring
high levels of physiological effort, such as transporting equipment up stairs during high-rise
incidents. If personnel have already worked with BA at an incident and are to be redeployed in BA,
they should be given time to rest and recuperate.
Where possible, action should be taken to improve the working conditions of BA teams deployed in
risk areas, for example, by using tactical ventilation or cooling techniques to reduce temperatures.
See National Operational Guidance: Fires and firefighting.
Recognising the physiological load and psychological effects imposed on BA teams and their need
for rest and recovery, plans should be made for relief BA teams. Incident commanders should be
aware of the hazards associated with wearers being recommitted.
At an incident where BA operations are likely to be arduous or of long duration, establishing a rest
and recovery area should be considered, supervised by a manager who will be responsible for
managing rest, recuperation and refreshments for BA wearers. The rest and recovery area should
be in a safe and suitable location that is clean, dry, cool and remote from the immediate scene of
operations.
Where refreshments are provided for crews at hazardous materials incidents, eating and drinking is
only permitted under the direction of the hazardous materials adviser or scientific adviser where
available.
Appropriate health and safety recording systems must be maintained for BA wearers who have
experienced heat-related illness and injury.
Incident commanders should consider the physiological and psychological effects that previous
activities may have on an individual or team’s wellbeing and their ability to undertake their tasks
safely when deployed to use BA.
Individuals should be aware of their own personal fluid requirements and consume adequate
amounts of water throughout the day to remain hydrated.
Where possible, all BA team members should share tasks, roles and functions and, where
appropriate, BA team leaders should consider team and task rotation. The designated BA team
leader should always maintain a leadership role within the BA team.
All BA wearers should monitor team members for signs of heat-related conditions such as
dizziness, nausea, abdominal pain or a burning sensation of the skin. Under such circumstances,
the whole BA team should immediately withdraw from the risk area. See Heat related conditions.
Where appropriate and following a suitable and sufficient risk assessment, dressing down of
personal protective equipment should take place away from the scene of operations to allow body
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heat to vent, reducing the physiological burden. This should be a standard pre- and postdeployment procedure.
To optimise recovery between BA deployments and maximise performance and safety before being
redeployed, BA wearers should be given a period of time to rest and rehydrate. Table 1 (below)
offers guidance on rest and rehydration periods; however, the time given should be based on the
task undertaken, duration and conditions encountered by wearers.
Table 1: Ideal rest and recovery procedures
Initial BA deployment conditions

Rest period

Water to be consumed

Ambient

30 minutes

500ml

Hot and humid

60 minutes

1,000ml

Particular attention should be given to firefighters who have been working in confined spaces with
limited ventilation, such as basements or ships’ holds. If the work has been particularly arduous,
recovery time should be extended.
Once the recovery period has elapsed or clearance has been given to leave the rest area, BA
wearers should report to the incident, operations or sector commander for redeployment.
In addition to duties outlined in BA operational procedures – all incidents, the following
responsibilities apply:

Role and responsibilities of the incident commander
The incident commander will:
Consider the physiological and psychological effects that previous activities may have on an
individual or BA team’s wellbeing and their ability to safely undertake their task when
deployed to use BA

Role and responsibilities of the BA entry control operative
The BA entry control operative will:
Acting on the instructions of the incident commander, restrict the length of exposure in
difficult or strenuous conditions and determine an earlier time of exit from the risk area
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Monitor BA team members for signs of heat-related conditions such as dizziness, nausea,
abdominal pain or a burning sensation of the skin following their withdrawal from the risk
area. See Heat related conditions

Role and responsibilities of the BA team leader
The BA team leader will:
Monitor working conditions and be aware of potential physiological effects that may cause a
heat-related condition to team members
Monitor team members for signs of a heat related condition such as dizziness, nausea,
abdominal pain, or a burning sensation of the skin See Heat related conditions
In the event of any of these symptoms being observed, initiate the immediate withdrawal of
the whole team from the risk area

Role and responsibilities of the BA wearer
The BA wearer will:
Monitor themselves and other BA team members for signs of a heat-related condition such
as dizziness, nausea, abdominal pain or a burning sensation of the skin See Heat related
conditions
Inform the BA team leader should they display any of the symptoms of a heat-related
condition

Emergency arrangements

Emergency procedures provide effective arrangements for prompt and effective emergency
assistance to breathing apparatus wearers in distress.
Consideration must be given to providing suitable and sufficient emergency arrangements
whenever BA is deployed at incidents. The full nature and extent of those emergency arrangements
should be proportionate to all reasonably foreseeable risks to BA wearers.
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The need for emergency teams will depend on the nature of the risk and the situation that is being
dealt with which may result in additional resource implications. During the initial stages of
operations, as part of their incident plan, incident commanders must consider whether BA
emergency arrangements (including the potential need for BA emergency teams) will be required.
Establishing BA entry control should include considering and providing emergency arrangements.
Minimum emergency arrangements are detailed for Stage 2 BA entry control, but their nature and
extent must be determined in line with the incident plan and be suitable, sufficient and
proportionate to the risks and foreseeable emergency events at the incident.

Operational practice
Where BA emergency teams are deemed necessary under BA entry control procedures (excluding
Stage 2), steps should be taken to ensure their availability as soon as possible. The nature and
extent of emergency arrangements will be dictated by circumstances and determined on the basis
of risk.

Summary of minimum BA emergency arrangements:
Stage 1 BA entry control
The full extent of the BA emergency arrangements must be determined on the basis of a risk
assessment
Arrangements may or may not involve the provision of BA emergency team(s)
Where the provision of BA emergency teams is considered necessary but resources are not
immediately available, the incident commander should consider restricting BA operations
pending their arrival

Stage 2 BA entry control
The full extent of BA emergency arrangements must be determined on the basis of a risk
assessment
The minimum provision under Stage 2 is one BA emergency team per BA entry control point,
rigged and standing by throughout the time BA is in use
A separate BA entry control/telemetry board should be provided to accommodate the
deployment of BA teams acting as additional BA emergency teams; they should be marked
accordingly at the BA entry control point
Where additional resources are not immediately available, the incident commander should
restrict BA operations pending their arrival
In situations where BA emergency teams are in place, their deployment should be considered when
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any of the following conditions arise, or have the potential to arise, subject to a suitable and
sufficient assessment of risk by the person responsible for the BA entry control point:
A wearer fails to return to the BA entry control point before the pre-determined activation
time of their low pressure warning device or whistle and cannot be contacted to confirm their
safety and wellbeing
A distress signal is heard or received by a telemetry device (unless it can be established
immediately that this is an accidental activation)
When audible or visual indicators suggest that a BA wearer is in distress or imminent distress
or danger: for example, owing to structural collapse or fire conditions
Prolonged and unexplained breakdown in communications
At the request of a BA wearer in the risk area
Depending on the nature of the BA emergency, and to ensure suitable protection of the BA
emergency team, the person responsible for the BA entry control point may identify the need to
deploy firefighting, hose management and casualty handling BA teams in addition to the first BA
emergency search and rescue team.
Where BA wearers require – or appear to require – emergency assistance, the person responsible
for supervising the BA entry control point should take immediate steps to contact all BA teams in
the risk area who may be affected. Other BA teams in the risk area should be given information
that may allow them to help affected wearers exit the risk area safely. Radios, telemetry and other
means of electronic communication, where available, may assist in identifying the team and
wearers.
Note: None of the above precludes anyone with responsibilities or duties at the BA entry control
point from initiating a BA emergency radio message where necessary.
Once a BA emergency has been declared, fire service control must be informed immediately. The
radio message must include the phrase ‘BA emergency’.

BA emergency teams – contingency and standby arrangements
Contingency arrangements should include suitable protection for BA emergency teams entering
risk areas containing potentially flammable, explosive or other hazardous materials. Consideration
should be given to support arrangements for deployed BA emergency teams, taking into account
the extreme physiological demands placed on BA wearers tasked with assisting or rescuing
colleagues in distress.
The level and type of personal protective equipment provided for the BA emergency team will be
determined by the requirements of the incident and the risk assessment.
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The cylinder capacity and duration of the BA sets allocated to emergency teams must be at least
equivalent to the highest capacity and duration of those of the BA wearers to whom the emergency
arrangements relate.
BA emergency teams standing by should be close to the BA entry control point and receive regular
and relevant updates, such as briefings to BA teams, information on hazards and the layout of the
risk area, and details of areas searched.
BA emergency teams should rig, but not don or start up, in BA and stand by at the BA entry control
point ready for immediate deployment until instructed otherwise.
A separate BA entry control/telemetry board should be provided at the BA entry control point to
record the deployment of BA emergency teams.
The person responsible for the BA entry control point should ensure the provision of any additional
equipment that might be needed by BA emergency teams and ensure that it is ready for immediate
use.
The BA emergency team must be provided with the equipment considered to be suitable and
sufficient to meet the needs of all reasonably foreseeable emergency events, including:
Radio communications
Means of providing a supplementary air supply to a BA wearer
Any other specialist equipment
Other equipment could include:
Drag mats
Breaking-in gear
As part of ensuring BA wearers’ welfare and physiological readiness for deployment, account
should be taken of ambient temperatures and weather conditions when deciding on the standard
of dress and other provisions necessary for the BA emergency team on standby.

BA emergency team composition
There must be at least as many BA wearers in BA emergency teams as in the largest team deployed
or likely to be deployed from the BA entry control point to the risk area.
Minimum requirements for each BA emergency teams:
Two BA wearers
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Consideration must be given to:
Numbers in the BA emergency team, taking into account the working environment
Distance from the BA entry control point
Size of the BA team requiring assistance

Deployment of BA emergency teams
The person responsible for the BA entry control point is responsible for activating emergency
procedures and the deployment of emergency teams, including BA emergency team support
arrangements. This person is also responsible for all other BA entry control procedures relating to
BA emergency team deployment, including:
Briefing and debriefing BA emergency teams
Maintaining a suitable record of all relevant operational and risk information, decisions made
and tasks given to BA emergency teams
BA emergency team call signs must identify the BA entry control point they are being deployed
from and their emergency team status. For example, emergency BA team, Alpha 1, emergency BA
team, Alpha 2, etc.
Before deployment to the risk area, the person responsible for the BA entry control point should
brief BA emergency teams, providing:
Any relevant information, for example the BA team size, route, tasks, last known location
All hazards identified during the risk assessment process
Control measures to be used for the protection of BA emergency teams
Specific details of their tasks
The brief should be repeated by the BA emergency team leader and acknowledged by the person
giving the briefing to ensure that the whole BA team understands the details.
Following the deployment of any BA emergency team, arrangements must be made immediately
for replacement BA emergency teams.

ARCHIVED - Breathing apparatus wearer in distress
Breathing apparatus wearers should indicate that they are in distress by activating their distress
signal unit. When in distress the BA wearer or the BA team leader should carry out the following
actions:
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Inform the BA entry control point, including the phrase ‘BA emergency’, of the nature of the
distress, current location and intentions
Retrace steps to the BA entry control point. If this is not possible, locate an alternative exit (for
example window or door) in the immediate vicinity, then attempt to attract attention or
decide to remain at the current location or relocate to a safe waiting area
Inform the BA entry control operative of each BA wearer’s cylinder pressures; in some cases,
telemetry equipment will deliver this information automatically
Where necessary, adopt ‘entrapped procedures’ to conserve air while awaiting rescue
Activate the distress signal unit of the affected BA wearer; in the unlikely event that a distress
signal unit fails to activate, the device of another BA team member should be activated
Where a distress signal unit has activated accidentally, the BA team leader should inform the BA
entry control point. A decision should then be made on whether the BA team should return to the
BA entry control point or whether another BA team should be deployed to the risk area to reset the
unit with a distress signal unit key.

ARCHIVED - BA teams in a risk area on hearing a distress signal unit
BA teams will:
Inform the BA entry control point that a distress signal unit alarm is audible
Follow the revised brief issued by the person responsible for the BA entry control point
(rendering assistance to a BA team in distress should take precedence over existing tasks
unless the tasks are risk-critical and could compromise the safety of other BA wearers if not
carried out)
Not take unnecessary risks, such as entering large or complex areas if unable to retrace their
steps

ARCHIVED - BA emergency teams on locating distressed BA wearers
BA emergency teams will:
If possible, confirm the nature of the emergency with distressed BA wearers
Inform the BA entry control operative that distressed BA wearers have been located and
request further assistance (if required)
Take gauge readings of distressed BA wearers’ cylinders
Take gauge readings of BA emergency team cylinders
Render any required on-scene emergency assistance
Implement a safe rescue plan to remove distressed BA wearers from the risk area following a
risk assessment
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In addition to duties outlined in BA operational procedures – all incidents, the following
responsibilities apply:

ARCHIVED - Role and responsibilities of the incident commander
The incident commander will:
Ensure that a BA emergency message is communicated to the fire service control room at the
earliest opportunity
Request the resources required to resolve the emergency situation

Role and responsibilities of fire service control room
On receipt of a BA emergency message, Fire service control room will:
Mobilise a minimum of one further pumping appliance
Arrange for the ambulance service to attend

Role and responsibilities of the BA entry control operative
The BA entry control operative will:
Immediately inform the person responsible for the BA entry control point; if unavailable, they
will notify the incident commander and fire service control room
Take whatever practicable action possible in the circumstances
If Stage 2 BA entry control procedures are in use, inform all other BA entry control points

Entrapped procedure

The aim of the entrapped procedure is to maximise the duration of available air in BA sets where
BA wearers are trapped or unable to withdraw from the risk area. See entrapped procedure.
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ARCHIVED - Partial breathing apparatus set removal for self-rescue
Partial breathing apparatus set removal is an additional technique for self-rescue available to BA
wearers in extreme circumstances where no safe means of egress from the risk area is available or
where adopting entrapped procedure presents an intolerable risk to the safety of the BA team.
In those rare circumstances where a BA wearer has become trapped and the dangers are too great
to await rescue, partial BA set removal may be deemed the only technique available.

Operational practice
Before commencing partial BA set removal to negotiate any obstruction or restriction on egress
from a risk area, the BA team leader should seek further guidance, additional instructions and
details of other actions being undertaken from the BA entry control point. The BA team leader
should also investigate the availability of any safe alternative exit routes and consider adopting the
entrapped procedure.
Partial BA set removal is a technique available to BA wearers for self-rescue in extreme
circumstances, where:
Egress is through a restricted opening and no other safe means of egress is available
Adopting entrapped procedures presents an intolerable risk to the safety of the BA team
The technique is carried out systematically under supervision and with assistance from other
BA wearers
The BA team leader should consider the physiological and psychological effects of the environment
and the increased air consumption of wearers during partial BA set removal. Frequent gauge
checks must be undertaken and, where possible, communicated to the BA entry control point.
In addition to duties outlined in BA operational procedures – all incidents, the following
responsibilities apply:

Role and responsibilities of the BA team leader
The BA team leader should:
Consider the physiological and psychological effects of the environment and the increased air
consumption of wearers during partial BA set removal
Carry out frequent gauge checks and communicate with the BA entry control operative
Consider the availability of safe alternative exit routes and adopting entrapped procedure
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Ask the BA entry control operative for further guidance and details of other actions being
undertaken from the BA entry control point

Role and responsibilities of the BA wearer
The BA wearer should:
Ask the BA team leader for further guidance and details of other actions being undertaken
from the BA entry control point
For further information regarding emergency arrangements see: Incident command guidance Ineffective organisation of the incident ground

Breathing Apparatus set failure and reporting
procedure
Incidents may occur when a breathing apparatus set fails, resulting in distress to the wearer. Under
the Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous Occurrences Regulations (RIDDOR): ‘where the
malfunction causes a significant risk of personal injury to the user or during testing immediately
before use in such a way that had the malfunction occurred while the apparatus was in use it would
have posed a danger to the health and safety of the user, must be reported to the Health and
Safety Executive’.
Malfunctions that arise during routine maintenance are not reportable under RIDDOR
The term malfunction does not include leakage into a facemask due to poor face fit or a failure
arising from an external source such as falling debris or entanglement.
All ‘distress to wearer’ situations should be properly investigated and may be reportable to the
Health and Safety Executive under RIDDOR.

Role and responsibilities of the incident commander
When impounding a BA set, the incident commander must:
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Take control of the BA set
Record the following information:
The cylinder pressure before closing the cylinder valve
The precise number of turns required to close the cylinder valve
The time the wearer entered the incident
The time the wearer left the incident
All other information from the BA entry control board
Any other obvious information regarding the condition of the set without carrying out a
detailed inspection
Any remarks made by the wearer or other members of the BA team
Witness statements
Put the BA set and the following items into a plastic bag which should then be sealed, labelled
and secured in a safe place:
The BA tally
The facemask
The cylinder
The log book
Inform the fire service control room
Complete any administration relevant to the investigation
Ensure a full investigation is carried out by a competent person
The fire and rescue service must then report the dangerous occurrence to the Health and Safety
Executive.

Interoperability and intraoperability

There will be occasions when breathing apparatus wearers are required to work alongside teams
from other fire and rescue services and with personnel from other emergency services.
The BA command and control procedures of fire and rescue authorities should provide a common
framework for safe and effective systems of work when working with other emergency services
and, where necessary, other public, private and commercial fire and rescue organisations.

Operational practice
Fire and rescue services should review the effectiveness of cross-border arrangements with
neighbouring services and outline these in their risk management plans.
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ARCHIVED - BA entry control procedures between neighbouring fire and rescue
services
Subject to prior arrangement, planning, exercising and validation of arrangements between fire and
rescue services, BA teams may work together where:
Methods for identifying BA entry control points are compatible
BA wearers from different fire and rescue services are wearing the same specification BA
equipment and follow the same procedures
BA wearers ensure that the person responsible for the BA entry control point is fully informed
of their maximum cylinder capacity and duration, to ensure the correct duration table is used
to plan the time of whistle or low pressure warning device
Radio communications are compatible between all BA wearers in a BA team and the BA entry
control point, and at least between the BA team leader and the BA entry control point
BA wearers from neighbouring fire and rescue services using the same specification BA sets and
associated equipment may insert their BA tallies (where used) into each other’s BA entry control
boards at an incident.

Working with other emergency services
Police
In each police service, some units are trained to use respiratory protective equipment, including
breathing apparatus, for specific specialist roles.
Fire and rescue services should comply with appropriate locally agreed protocols for safe systems
of work based on this guidance and developed for interoperability with the police service.

Ambulance
Ambulance specialist response teams are trained to use respiratory protective equipment,
including breathing apparatus. They may work alongside the fire and rescue service and the police
service within the inner cordon of an incident and provide medical support to casualties.
Fire and rescue services should comply with appropriate locally agreed protocols for safe systems
of work based on this guidance and developed for interoperability with the ambulance service.
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Operational techniques

Air management

Breathing Apparatus wearers should return to the BA entry control point:
Before their low pressure warning device or whistle activates
Before the pre-determined return time specified in the BA team briefing
Where a BA team member displays symptoms likely to affect their welfare, such as a heatThis content is only valid at the time of download - 9-01-2023 02:15
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related condition. See Heat related conditions
The only exceptions are in the event of a:
Set malfunction
BA wearer becoming trapped
Situation where a BA wearer’s air supply has to be augmented
Air consumption rate tables should be used to provide a predicted exit time for BA wearers.
However, the person responsible for the BA entry control point should be aware that BA wearers
consume air at different rates.
Each wearer will consume air at a different rate. These differences will be determined by a number
of factors including:
Body mass
Individual levels of fitness
Work rate
Tasks undertaken
Environmental conditions
Personal protective equipment in use
Psychological stress
To maintain an accurate record of air consumption each BA wearer must read their own gauge,
make their own calculations, and inform the BA team leader of the pressure at which they will need
to start exiting the risk area.
BA team leaders should regularly update the BA entry control operative about the air consumption
of the BA team.
Calculating turn-around pressure is a technique used for the monitoring of air consumption and is
regarded as good operational practice whenever BA is worn. However, there are circumstances
when the calculation of turn-around times and subsequent communication and agreement with
the person responsible for the BA entry control point and the BA team leader, would be
inappropriate. For example: where life saving actions are required by BA wearers and BA teams are
committed into a risk area to perform a specific task and to withdraw. It is anticipated that under
such circumstances, air consumption will not be for the working duration of a BA set cylinder.
During all other circumstances where BA is worn, calculating a turn around pressure should be
performed.
Calculating turn-around pressure
Where the use of a turn-around pressure might be appropriate, the following methods may be
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considered:
Method 1: Making progress
This is used for tasks such as making steady progress into a hazard area.
The wearer notes their gauge pressure as they book in with the BA entry control point and start up
their BA set. They then calculate their turn-around pressure by dividing their full duration by two,
then adding half the safety margin. This is a basic calculation but will ensure that, if they begin to
exit when this pressure is reached, they will exit before their low pressure warning device or whistle
activates. For example:
Method 1 example: Making progress
Entry pressure = 200 bar
Divide by two = 100 bar
Half safety margin (60÷2) = 30 bar
Add the two = 100+30
Turn-around pressure = 130 bar
Method 2: Working at a location
This is a more accurate method and can be used when a BA team enters a risk area and will be
working for some time.
For example, if team 1 were sent into a risk area to relieve team 2, they would need to calculate the
initial turn-around pressure on entry and take gauge readings regularly along the route. Once team
1 reached team 2, they would take another reading and calculate the pressure they had used to
reach that point. Team 1 can then safely stay with the branch until the pressure drops to the point
where they have sufficient air to exit back along the same route without entering their safety
margin.
Method 2 example: Working at a location
Entry pressure = 200 bar
Gauge reading on reaching objective = 160 bar
Air used to reach objective = 40 bar
Air required to exit = 40 bar + safety margin (i.e. 60 bar)
Turn-around pressure = 100 bar
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When using Method 2, the BA team will have more time to complete a task. This can make fire and
rescue operations more effective and may mean that fewer BA wearers will be required.

Landmarking

While navigating through the risk area, identifiable locations such as a change of level or direction,
doorways and large obstacles, can act as prompts for gauge checks. By checking at regular intervals
using these landmarks, any unexpectedly high levels of air consumption or loss of air should be
identified. In particular, the team will be able to determine the amount of air and the pace required
to exit the risk area.

Rescue of a casualty

Where a breathing apparatus team plans to exit with a casualty, it is essential that a gauge reading
is taken and a calculation made on the air required to leave the incident unless they are already
close to an exit. If there is an insufficient air supply to exit with the casualty, the team should
request additional assistance from the BA entry control operative.
On exiting the risk area, further gauge readings should be taken when reaching familiar landmarks.
By referring to earlier calculations, team members will be able to determine whether they can leave
the incident with the casualty or progress as far as possible before having to leave the casualty with
another BA team. The team must remain in communication with the BA entry control operative so
that appropriate support and additional risk control measures can be introduced where necessary.

Close personal contact

Close personal contact is defined as:
Maintaining visual, verbal communication and/or physical contact (touching distance) with breathing
apparatus team member/s at all times within the risk area to ensure the safety of personnel and for the
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exchange of information within the BA team.
This can be achieved in a number of ways, including:
Attachment by short personal line
Constant physical contact between each BA team member
Remaining within touching distance
In circumstances where all BA team members are in contact with a hose reel, delivery hose or
casualty, personnel are deemed to be in physical contact, providing they maintain visual (line of
sight) and verbal contact (not radio communication).
BA team members will maintain close personal contact when performing personal safety
techniques, such as hand and foot sweeping.
For further information see Search and rescue within structures.

Entrapped procedure

When the breathing apparatus wearer is unable to escape from the risk area, they should:
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Contact the BA entry control point by radio (if possible)
Operate the distress signal unit
Relax as much as possible in the circumstances by assuming a reclined or seated posture
Breathe calmly and gently to minimise air usage.
Any supplementary air supply should not be operated and the cylinder valve should not be
adjusted other than to check that it is fully open.
Once the safety margin has been reached, the low pressure warning device or whistle will activate.
In the case of an air-operated whistle device, the air consumed is minimal; electronic low pressure
warning devices do not use any air.

Search and rescue procedures

Compartment search procedure

With this method of search, each compartment is mapped out systematically as the breathing
apparatus search and rescue teams progress. The team progresses around the room using either a
left or right hand search pattern (identified to the BA team as part of their brief prior to entry). As
they do so each door encountered is checked and swept for casualties, immediately visible or
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within touching distance, from the doorway.
Once a full circuit of the compartment has been carried out the team progresses into the first door
they encountered on their search to carry out this procedure again. This promotes the concept of
fully searching compartments before progressing on to the next identified compartment, enabling
accurate recording of the search and assists crews with orientation whist operating in low visibility
conditions. Compartment search procedures can also assist with the efficient management of
firefighting hose due to the fact that hose is always returned to the initial compartment after
subsequent compartment searches have been carried out.
This procedure is suitable for a range of structures, particularly multi-compartmented structures
which may have interconnecting rooms.

Example of a BA team performing an initial entry into the first compartment, checking and
sweeping doorways, using the compartment search procedure
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Progressive example of a BA team performing a left hand compartment search

Directional search procedure
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This method of search is particularly suitable for smaller buildings, where compartments have
standard and recognisable layouts; the procedure is practical to adopt and compartments can be
cleared as the directional search progresses, often making the procedure time efficient.
This procedure is easier to perform as a BA wearer, however there is an increased risk of BA
teams inadvertently missing a fire compartment or risk area (depending upon the building layout),
which could compromise their means of escape should the incident develop. Additionally,
firefighting hose management may be more difficult due to the fact that steps must be retraced
throughout the search route to retrieve it or to exit. Search and rescue operations should therefore
be comprehensively co-ordinated, with an effective search plan and recording process.

Progressive example of a BA team performing a left-hand directional search

Searching large compartments
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In larger compartments, multiple teams will need to be committed in a co-ordinated way to ensure
the compartment is thoroughly searched and team safety is maintained. The directional search
procedure does not necessarily mean that a team will clear a compartment before moving on to
the next compartment.
It may not be possible to search large compartments entirely using conventional search
procedures, as BA teams may not be able to access the centre of the compartment safely, whilst
maintaining contact with a fixed reference point. When large compartments are encountered,
additional control measures may need to be implemented to enable a complete search. This may
include the use of thermal imaging equipment, tactical ventilation and BA guidelines.

Progressive example of a BA team performing a left-hand directional search of large compartments
Left/right-hand orientation
Both compartment and directional search procedures will employ a left- or right-hand orientation.
This means that the team leader will use and follow the left- or right-hand wall as their
fixed reference point to ensure the search is orientated and systematic. This left- or right-hand
orientation will apply as soon as a BA team passes through the point of entry and throughout their
time in the risk area.
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Other than under the most extreme and exceptional circumstances, when visibility is poor or
deteriorating the BA team leader should remain in contact with the wall or with fittings integral to
the wall at all times. Maintaining the wall as a fixed reference point, either by touch or vision, is a
cornerstone of the safety and effectiveness of these procedures.
For further information regarding searching for casualties refer to National Operational Guidance:
Performing rescues – Lack of co-ordinated search plan (generic)

BA guidelines

The term ‘guideline’ refers to a special line that is used either as a main guideline, to carry out an
initial search and indicate a route between an BA entry control point and the scene of operations,
or as a branch guideline, used where is it necessary to traverse or search more than six metres off
a main guideline. The same methods and guidance apply to both types of line.
BA guideline containers should be securely fitted to the set of the BA team leader, in a way that
allows them to be detached easily in an emergency. When extended penetration into a large or
complex structure is required, the team should carry an additional BA guideline.
A BA guideline must be stowed so that the running end pays out first.
A main guideline leading from a BA entry control point should be designated ‘A’ or ‘B’ using the
tallies provided for this purpose. Any main guideline tally must be attached securely to the line
before the BA team enters the risk area.
Unless the BA guideline is to be used to extend a main guideline or form a branch guideline, it
should be secured to an immovable object outside the risk area in safe air, before the BA team
enters the risk area.
No more than one guideline may be laid along a search side (i.e. two BA guidelines cannot be laid
along the same wall). However, two lines may be laid near to the point of entry to a structure, either
side of a route, before they split into defined left/right search patterns.
Guidelines should not cross over each other inside a structure or share tie-off points. Should two
guidelines converge, one should be terminated and secured to a tie-off point a minimum of two
metres from where the lines would have met.
When the guideline is being extended, the BA team leader must inform the BA entry control
operative, who will then inform the sector, operations or incident commander. This will ensure a
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suitable and sufficient record is maintained.
Securing a BA guideline
The BA guideline must be secured at intervals to suitable objects along the route by members of
the BA team (not the team leader). The guideline should be kept as taut as possible using as few tieoff points as necessary. The line should be kept off the floor, preferably between shoulder and
waist height, and secured to the side of the search area.

Where no other means of securing the line are available, the following methods may be considered:
Using the doorjamb:
1. A half-metre loop is created in the line using an overhand knot, then a second knot is tied in
the loop
2. The loop is slid between the door and the jamb with a knot on both sides of the hinge
3. The door can now be closed and the line held above the hinge
Using a high tie-off point:
1. A loop is created by tying an overhand knot in the line
2. The loop is tied off around the high object using a round turn and two half-hitches
3. The length of the loop will vary with the height involved.
Negotiating a vertical ladder
When a guideline route involves a vertical ladder, a tie-off point must be created at the bottom and
the top of the ladder. BA teams should take into account the position of these points when tying off
to avoid hindering subsequent BA wearers using the ladder.
Encountering doorways and openings
When laying a guideline, teams should not pass closed doors without first investigating around the
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doorway. The door sweep procedure may be adopted following an appropriate dynamic risk
assessment and in conjunction with normal fire fighting and /or fire-gas suppression techniques for
protecting BA teams. The firefighting BA teams supporting the guideline-laying team should
undertake these checks and techniques.
As well as establishing landmark features for the BA team and checking for casualties behind
doorways, these techniques will:
Contribute to maintaining safe access and egress for that team and subsequent BA teams
Assist in identifying and dealing with any fire compartments.
Encountering small rooms/compartments
Tying off the guideline unnecessarily consumes a significant amount of time. When searching
rooms that are known or discovered to be small, the guideline should therefore be gathered up
and taken out of the room. The advantage here is that:
The guideline can be used more effectively for extending further into the incident
Time will be saved when exiting as only the most direct route will be marked
If exiting carrying casualties, there will be fewer tie-off points and doorways to negotiate
Extending a guideline
A BA guideline can be extended by clipping the snap-hook of another line onto the looped end,
then unclipping it from the container.
Withdrawing from the risk area
If a BA team laying a guideline needs to withdraw before they reach their target, the BA team leader
should first ensure that they are clipped to a secured section (between the last two tie-off points) of
the guideline by their personal line before releasing the guideline container. The BA team can then
retrace their steps from the risk area by following the guideline. This procedure should also be
adopted for emergency withdrawals.
If possible, the guideline container should be secured to a tie-off point before withdrawal. BA teams
can either create a new tie-off point or retrace their steps to the last tie-off point, gathering the
slack line. Their decision will be based on the distance they have travelled from the last tie-off point
and the length of line to be gathered. Any gathered slack line should be attached to the container
with a half-hitch, and the container should be secured to the nearest tie-off point so subsequent
teams can find it. Where it is not possible to secure the guideline container to a tie-off point before
withdrawal, the withdrawing BA team should inform the BA entry control operative.
BA teams meeting on a guideline
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BA teams leaving the incident area always take precedence over incoming teams because the
exiting team leader will have calculated turn-around pressure to ensure exit before activation of the
team’s low pressure warning devices or whistles.
To pass on a BA guideline, incoming teams should kneel as close to the guideline as possible, with
the team leader holding their personal line karabiners. If individual team members are clipped to
the line, their karabiners will need to be pushed together. The outgoing team leader can then
negotiate the incoming team’s karabiners as they would a tie-off point.
Purpose of a personal line
A personal line is a special line, a maximum of six metres in length, secured to the breathing
apparatus set of the wearer. The personal line allows all members of a BA team to either attach
themselves individually to a guideline or for team members to attach to each other with the
standard 1.25m length of line. A BA team member may attach their personal line to a BA guideline
(main or branch) to so they can search up to 1.25 metres off it or up to the extended limit of six
metres.
Branch guidelines
Branch guidelines are used where the distance of the search area from the main guideline is
greater than the length of one personal line.
Branch guidelines are designated numerically, ‘1’, ’2’, ’3’ or ‘4’, by the BA entry control operative, with
the number of holes in the tally representing the branch guideline number. It is essential that once
deployed, all references to branch guidelines are related to their tally number, not to their
numerical position in relation to the BA entry control point.
One method of attaching the tally is to tie an overhand knot on the bight, approximately one metre
from the snap-hook, and attach the branch guideline tally to the loop created by the knot. This
should be done before the BA team enters the risk area.
Attaching and laying a branch guideline
A branch guideline must be securely attached to the main guideline, away from any tie-off points.
The branch guideline should be tied off as soon as possible after attaching it to the main guideline.
This prevents the main guideline being deflected down the route of the branch guideline.
To avoid potential confusion, branch guidelines are not normally extended. However, an extension
may be required in certain circumstances following a risk assessment. The BA team leader should
seek permission from the incident commander to extend a branch guideline where this is
necessary.
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When leaving a main guideline and joining a branch guideline, the BA team leader should inform
the BA entry control point to record that this transition has occurred.
When rejoining a main guideline from a branch guideline, the BA team leader should check the first
set of tabs encountered to make sure they are travelling in the correct direction and then, for
recording purposes, inform the BA entry control point that this transition has occurred.
At all times, the BA team leader must maintain close communication with the BA entry control
point.
Traversing a guideline
Method 1: BA team leader attached to guideline only
When laying a BA guideline, it is good practice wherever possible for all BA team members (apart
from the team leader, who will be attached to the guideline) to attach to the wearer in front by their
1.25 metre personal lines.
However, this technique may not apply in certain circumstances, such as when negotiating shafts or
vertical ladders, etc. Under these circumstances, it is permissible for each member of the team to
clip individually to the guideline to traverse the hazard and to resume the original technique once
the hazard has been negotiated.
Method 2: Each member of BA team attached to guideline
With this method, each member of the BA team is attached to the BA guideline and remains within
physical contact distance of their BA team colleagues, unless traversing a specific hazard such as a
vertical ladder.
Searching off guidelines
When searching off a BA guideline, the BA team leader will attach their personal line to the
guideline and all other members of the team will attach themselves to the team member
immediately in front of them, using their 1.25 metre personal lines. Only the BA team leader should
extend their personal line to six metres; all other team members should remain between the team
leader and the guideline.

Heat-related conditions
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Hyperthermia
Hyperthermia results from an elevated body temperature caused by external or internal heat
stress and/or heat loading. This leads to failure of the body’s thermoregulatory systems and can be
categorised into the following six conditions:
Heat exhaustion
Heat faint
Heat oedema
Heat rash (prickly heat)
Heat cramp
Heat stroke
Heat exhaustion
Heat exhaustion is a mild response to exposure to hot environments. It results from a combination
of thermal and cardiovascular strain, where the body is unable to maintain normal function owing
to loss of fluids and salts. Symptoms include:
A feeling of being unwell
Tiredness/irritability
Headaches
Dizziness
Nausea
Vomiting
Breathing difficulties (shallow, rapid respiration)
Rapid pulse, which may be bounding or weak
Extreme thirst and mouth dryness
Muscle cramps, particularly affecting the stomach and legs
Poor control over movements/stumbling/weakness
This leads to two forms of heat exhaustion: salt depletion and, more likely in firefighting situations,
water depletion. Heat exhaustion usually responds positively to prompt treatment but may
predispose the firefighter to heat stroke.
Heat faint (syncope)
Heat faint is caused by a reduction in blood flow to the brain. It is more likely to occur in nonacclimatised people during early exposure to heat. Symptoms include:
Headache
Dizziness
Weakness
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Tunnel vision/blurring of vision
Pale, sweaty skin
Weak, slow pulse
Loss of consciousness
Heat oedema
Oedema usually occurs among those not acclimatised to heat. It is unlikely to be encountered in
the sporadic exposure conditions of firefighting. Symptoms include swelling of the hands, feet and
ankles
Heat rash (prickly heat)
Prickly heat appears in red papules on the skin, usually in areas where clothing is restrictive. It gives
rise to a prickling sensation, particularly as sweating increases. It occurs in skin that is persistently
wetted by unevaporated sweat, possibly because the sweat ducts become blocked.
The papules may become infected unless they are treated. Heat rash is not dangerous. However, it
may result in patchy areas of skin that are temporarily unable to produce sweat, which may
adversely affect evaporative heat loss and thermoregulation. Prickly heat has been shown to
decrease tolerance to heat and to reduce work capacity. Sweating capacity has been to shown to
recover within three to four weeks. If heat rash is likely, the individual should be referred for a
medical opinion.
Heat cramp
Heat cramps (painful muscle spasms) may occur in individuals working in the heat. These are
caused by salt deficiency, when salt is lost during severe sweating and large amounts of water are
taken in without replacing the salt. The condition may have a delayed onset and is most likely in
people who are unacclimatised to hot work or have a low dietary salt intake. Cramps usually occur
in the muscles principally used during work (limbs) or stomach. Adequate salt intake with food
should prevent this occurring.
Heat stroke
If the total heat load (environmental conditions and metabolic heat generation) is such that
sufficient body heat cannot be lost to the environment, core temperature will rise. If this continues,
body temperature may exceed its controllable limits.
In wet humid conditions, sweating may reduce due to the sweat glands swelling and blocking sweat
glands. Although normally associated with humid external environments, the humid microclimate
inside a firefighter's clothing can also create the conditions for heat stroke. Alternatively, sweating
may cease because of depletion of body water. This decrease in sweating promotes a further, often
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rapid, rise in core temperature to beyond 38-39°C, where collapse may occur, and to above 41°C
(rectal temperature) where heat stroke may occur.
With heat stroke, there is a major disruption of the central nervous function. At body temperatures
above about 40°C, a person's mental functions are disturbed and sweating often stops. Normal
temperature control mechanisms are lost and a further rapid temperature rise occurs.
The condition can have a sudden onset with no warning, or may be preceded by headache,
dizziness, confusion, faintness, restlessness or vomiting (symptoms of heat exhaustion). The
change from normal aches or tiredness to serious symptoms may not be obvious to the casual
observer.
The transition from moderately elevated body temperature to heat stroke can be very rapid. For
this reason, no one should work alone or unsupervised in potential heat stress conditions. If work
performance deteriorates, this is usually a reliable indication that significant physiological strain has
already occurred. This is a life-threatening emergency.
Symptoms may include:
Headache
Dizziness
Muscle weakness/cramps
Being hot, dry and flushed with a high pulse and a core temperature probably in excess of
41°C
Failure of central nervous thermoregulation and sweating
Mental confusion
Convulsions
Unconsciousness
Treatment
After a period of heat exposure, a significant amount of heat will be trapped in the body and
clothing of the firefighter. Their highly insulated clothing will now act to retain that heat, preventing
its dissipation into the environment. The simple act of unfastening a tunic can help to speed up the
cooling process. In some circumstances, without this, body temperature can continue to rise as
heat in working muscles continues to be distributed around the body.
Where appropriate, and following a dynamic risk assessment and review, ‘dressing down’ of
personal protective equipment to allow body heat to vent and reduce the resulting physiological
burden, should be a normal procedure pre- and post-deployment
Where a heat related condition is identified or likely, the individual(s) should dress down and drink
cool water. If possible, warm, not cold, water should be sprayed onto the affected individual(s) and
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they should be fanned to aid the process of cooling by evaporation.
Managing hyperthermia by carrying out the following steps should be considered:
Moving the casualty to a cool (shaded) environment
Cooling: this can be rapid but monitor temperature to prevent hypothermia
Removing heavy clothing
If heat stroke is likely, urgent medical assistance must be sought, stating clearly that this is a likely
case of heat stroke. The individual should then be treated following the guidance contained within
this section, and the incident should be reported according to service policy.
Faints (syncope) can be helped if the person lies down with their legs raised above the level of their
head.
Special consideration should be paid to head cooling. Wrist cooling with cool water using plunge
buckets will also aid core temperature cooling but acts more slowly than the methods identified
above.
Rehydration reverses most of the adverse effects of heat exposure, which stem from dehydration
as the body loses copious quantities of sweat in an attempt to regulate its temperature. Fluid
replacement is therefore an important aspect of restoring the thermal and physiological
equilibrium.
Similarly, although a few mouthfuls of water may be enough to remove the immediate sensation of
thirst, it is not sufficient to restore thermal balance. Adequate fluid replacement is particularly
important for those who may be exposed to elevated temperatures for longer periods.
Only still water should be permitted for rehydration purposes. Cool (10-15°C) rather than cold
water is preferable. The direct cooling effect of any fluid is minimal and, if a drink is too cold, it may
cause local vasoconstriction of the blood vessels in the stomach resulting in a slower rate of
absorption.
Despite the importance of fluid, firefighters should be discouraged from drinking copious
quantities too rapidly. Rapid absorption of large volumes of water can result in excessive dilution of
blood ions (salts), with adverse effects.
If in any doubt, seek medical advice.
Other factors to consider
Heat intolerance can be caused and exacerbated by a number of factors including medication, diet
and general wellbeing. These will influence a person’s ability to deal with heat-related conditions.
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For further information regarding heat and cold related conditions see National Operational
Guidance: Operations – Physiological Stress

Welfare resources

The following resources, in line with the conditions encountered by BA teams and prevailing
weather conditions (including those forecast), may be considered in a BA team rest and recovery
area:
Covered structure
A means to provide cooling assistance to BA wearers
Thermal blankets
Benches and tables
Lighting
First-aid kit
Resuscitation equipment
Automatic defibrillator
Dry clothing
Drinking water and cups
Toilets
Positive Pressure Ventilation Fans
Medical assistance
The above list is not exhaustive

Telemetry

Telemetry equipment should comply with relevant British and European legislation and standards.
The power of a radio frequency signal diminishes over distance. It will also be affected as the radio
wave passes through solid objects such as walls and floors of buildings, natural terrain, basements
tunnels, etc.
To maximise the signal power of a radio frequency transmission, fire and rescue services should
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follow telemetry system provider guidance and may consider, where appropriate, enhancing signal
strength by using a leaky feeder and/or repeater units.
Siting of the telemetry BA entry control board or unit should take into account the optimal position
for maximising the effective range of telemetry. It will therefore have a bearing on the location of
the BA entry control point (BA entry control point).
The procedures to be followed by individual fire and rescue services in the event of a loss of contact
or breakdown in telemetry communications must take into account the availability of other means
of communication with BA teams, such as radio, thermal image camera feed, cable
communications and even direct speech.
Emergency total evacuation procedures
Where two or more telemetry BA entry control boards or units are in use at the same incident and
an emergency total evacuation is required, each telemetry BA entry control board or unit at the
scene will initiate this level of evacuation.
After transmitting an emergency total evacuation signal, an acknowledgement signal must be sent
from each telemetry radio unit to the telemetry BA entry control board or unit. In the event of the
acknowledgement signal not being received by the telemetry BA entry control board or unit, the
emergency total evacuation signal must be repeated.
After sending an emergency total evacuation signal, it is imperative that the person responsible for
the BA entry control point checks to ensure that all BA wearers committed to the risk area through
their BA entry control board are in telemetry. If this is not the case, the person responsible for the
BA entry control point should try to establish radio communications with all BA wearers committed
to the risk area.
If it is not possible to establish communications with BA crews, BA emergency procedures should
be considered.
Emergency selective evacuation procedures
Emergency selective evacuation is an integral emergency feature available when telemetry is
employed. It allows the person responsible for the BA entry control point to evacuate specific BA
teams in an emergency while leaving other BA teams in place. For example, in certain
circumstances it may be necessary to ensure that an escape route remains protected while an
evacuation takes place, or to evacuate a BA team/s from an unacceptably hazardous situation.
An emergency selective evacuation signal is an emergency procedure and must not be used for any
other purpose.
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Only those in specific command roles may decide that it is necessary to implement the emergency
selective evacuation procedure. The nominated person, under the overall command of the incident
commander, should decide which BA teams should be evacuated by this method.
After transmitting an emergency selective evacuation signal, an acknowledgement signal must be
sent from each telemetry radio unit to the telemetry BA entry control board or unit. In the event of
the acknowledgement signal not being received by the telemetry BA entry control board or unit, the
emergency selective evacuation signal must be repeated.
After sending an emergency selective evacuation signal, it is imperative that the person responsible
for the BA entry control point checks to ensure that all BA wearers committed to the risk area
through their BA entry control board are in telemetry. If this is not the case, the person responsible
for the BA entry control point should try to establish radio communications with BA wearers
committed to the risk area.
If it is not possible to establish communications with BA crews, BA emergency procedures should
be considered
BA wearer emergency-initiated withdrawal in relation to telemetry
Telemetry gives each BA wearer the ability to initiate a signal indicating that they are withdrawing
from the risk area. The decision on whether or not to signal that withdrawal rests with the BA
wearer. When that withdrawal signal is activated, all members of that BA team must withdraw from
the risk area together.
If the BA entry control operative receives a withdrawal signal from a BA wearer or wearers
committed to the risk area, they will acknowledge receipt of the signal and report this directly to the
person responsible for the BA entry control point. An immediate assessment of risk should be
undertaken to identify the subsequent actions to be taken.
Distress alarm – automatic and manual in relation to telemetry
In the event of a distress alarm (either manual or automatic) being sounded, as a minimum, a signal
will be transmitted to the relevant telemetry BA entry control board or unit.
Only wearers in distress should activate a manual distress alarm. This will allow the BA entry
control point to determine how many BA wearers require assistance.
Note: In circumstances where the alarm of a BA wearer in distress cannot be activated, the distress
alarm belonging to another member of the team should be operated.
If the BA entry control operative receives a distress signal (automatic or manual) from a BA wearer
committed to the risk area, they will acknowledge receipt of the signal and report this through the
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command line to the incident commander or sector commander and other BA entry control points.
Following acknowledgement of the distress signal (automatic or manual), the person responsible
for the BA entry control point will be expected to follow normal procedures on whether to commit
a BA emergency team immediately.
If enquiries indicate that a distress signal (automatic or manual) does not originate from a
telemetry radio unit that is logged on, the incident commander must be notified, with a view to
passing the information to fire and rescue control so that checks can be initiated with neighbouring
incidents or fire and rescue services.
Telemetry communications signal failure
There are various reasons for a loss of telemetry. The most likely is that the telemetry radio unit is
temporarily out of range of the telemetry BA entry control board or unit.
Users of telemetry should be aware that, like any device that relies on radio transmissions,
telemetry radio units could be out of range because of their distance from the control board or unit
or owing to physiological conditions at the incident inhibiting effective radio broadcast.
There may be locations where a Site-Specific Risk Assessment indicates that signal broadcast, and
therefore telemetry, will not be achieved. At these locations and/or risk premises, fire and rescue
services should establish alternative control measures to maintain effective BA command and
control in the absence of telemetry.

Suggested working abbreviations for use on BA
entry control boards
It is recommended that fire and rescue services use the following abbreviations on breathing
apparatus entry control boards to achieve consistency across BA entry control points and fire and
rescue authorities. All personnel at an incident should use the same abbreviations.
NOTE: Whilst working abbreviations may be deemed appropriate for use on the BA entry control
board at an incident, for brevity, speed of completion in time-critical situations and due to space
constraints on the BA board, any additional BA records maintained at the BA entry control point or
at BA sector command should be written in full.
BGL

Branch guideline (1, 2, 3, 4)
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CFFT

Compartment firefighting team

CL

Casualty located

COMMS

Communication equipment; including handheld radio, line communications and
integral BA set communications

CSP

Compartment search procedure

DSP

Directional search procedure

FFT

Firefighting team

HM

Hose management

HRJ

Hose reel jet

J

Main jet/branch (45mm, 51mm, 70mm)

LH

Left-hand (denoting orientation of search)

MGL

Main guideline (A, B)

RE

Re-entry

RH

Right-hand (denoting orientation of search)

SRT

Search and rescue team

TIC

Thermal image camera

TL

Team leader

TOW

Time of warning device

TTW

Time to whistle
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BA Team communication with BA entry control examples
Example 1: House fire (stage 1)
1. BA team Alpha-1: FFT 45mm J RH DSP 1st floor bedroom
= BA team Alpha-1: firefighting team, 45mm jet, right-hand, directional search procedure, 1st floor
bedroom

2. BA team Alpha-2: HM for Alpha-1 RH DSP 1st floor bedroom
= BA team Alpha- 2: hose management for BA team Alpha-1, right-hand directional search
procedure,1st floor bedroom

Example 2: Commercial structure (Stage 2, multiple BA entry control points and
BA guidelines in use)
1. BA team Alpha-3: CFFT for Alpha-4, 45mm J RH MGLA ground floor
= BA team Alpha 3: compartment firefighting team, supporting BA team Alpha-4, 45mm jet,
following main guideline ‘A’.

2. BA team Alpha-4: MGLA, RH-lay ground floor
= BA team Alpha-4 laying main guideline ‘A’ on right-hand lay ground floor.

3. BA team Alpha-5: HM for Alpha-3, 45mm J RH MGLA ground floor
= BA team Alpha-5: hose management for BA team Alpha-3, 45mm jet, right hand, following main
guideline ‘A’.

4. BA team Bravo-1: SRT LH CSP 45mm J 1st floor
= BA team Bravo-1: search and rescue team, left-hand, Compartment search procedure, 45mm jet
on 1st floor.
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5. BA team Bravo-2: HM for Bravo 1 LH 45mm J CSP first floor
= BA team Bravo-2: hose management for BA team Bravo-1, left-hand, 45mm jet, Compartment
search procedure on 1st floor
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